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Editor's

Zeiss Ad
I was surprised and disappointed to see the two-page
Carl·Zeiss ad in the center of the June, 1990 issue of The

Planetarian.
The reprinting of one person's negative opinion of the
Evans and Sutherland Digistar does not, in my view,
present a fair and complete review of the capabilities of
this system.
I:Iaving .worked as a technician on Spitz, Digistar, and
ZeISS eqUIpment, I am familiar with the characteristics
of each.
Mechanical/ optical systems (those that use pinhole
projec~ion or photographic plates), and computer
graphIcs-based systems each have their advantages and
drawbacks. I would never expect someone to condemn
either technology based on my sole opinion. I am
therefore surprised that Carl Zeiss would ask the reader
to do so .
. ~i?~lly, I am disaI:'J?Ointed to see Zeiss resorting to
cnticIzing the competition as a marketing tool.
I can only hope that this negative ad does not represent a new marketing strategy for Carl Zeiss. To do so
would demean this prestigious name.
David Falk
Los Angeles, California
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The 1990 IPS Conference in Sweden and Finland was
a great success, and I'd like to be the first to thank the
many people who made it happen. It was very well
organized-and a lot of fun. Congratulations to all
involved in this fine conference!
The deadline for this issue fell during the cm'lfe:rentce.
and many Associate Editors finished their columns
before the conference started. I'm sure we'll hear from
more of them about conference matters in the next issue.
The next IPS conference will be in Salt Lake
Utah, in 1992, and the following will be in
florida, in 1994.
Chris Conti in Jamestown, New York, has "''''''''''''.....1-,'",-4
the editorship of Focus on Education, ably conducted
for many years by Mark Sonntag. I'd like to thank Mark
for his contributions, and to welcome Chris.
Suzy Gurton, Advertising Coordinator, is .."'1,"' .... ".4-...... ,.,.
and would like to pass on her duties to a new
you would like to assist in this vital capacity,
me know as soon as possible. It might be
two Advising Coordinators-one from
and
another from Europe. Any volunteers? Nominations? 0

Classified Ads
The Planetarian accepts non-commercial classified
charge. Write to the Editor.

at no

For Sale-16-inch Newtonian telescope and planeltarium, in dome. Lois Lusty, 3249 North Road, L/ri:lnQ"Ip.burg, South Carolina 29115.

For Sale-Lumiline cover lights 18", 60 watt.
quantities: red 150, yellow 275, blue 150. Some new;
some used-all guaranteed to work. $3 each
shipping.
Plus planetarium seating-American """""~~hY'1.n195 seats, various widths and back lengths.
vinyl/upholstery. Most seats in good en<)uQ~h c()ndlH1C)fl
to use without recovering. $25 each plus shiooinQ:.
of specific sizes and transparency showing
on
request.
John Hare, Director, Bishop
20110th Street
W., Bradenton, Florida 34205; 813-746-4131.
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all the achievements of the society are made meaningful
and current by a deep sense of cosmic continuity.
(Kunene, 1980)
Grimal (1965) states that the meaning and function
of Mrican mythology arose from different beginnings
and passed through various phases which reflect historical realities and a unity between religious and social
concepts. The whole of human life is contained within
the mythical framework which provides models or patterns on which humans base their conduct. However,
the study of African folk-lore by Alice Werner (1925)
convinced her that the Sudanic and Bantu-speaking
peoples have many ideas, customs, and beliefs in common. She believed some of this may be due to independent development, or to recent borrowing, but there
was still a great deal remaining which she believed
could only be accounted for by some original community of thought and practice.
Four main purposes of the African myth are to a)
act as a socializing agent to nourish and continue the
traditions of the elders or ancestors, b) teach people,
especially youngsters, the meaning of the universe, c)
provide emotional and psychological easement by
pointing toward the redeeming features of what
appears to be a bad situation, and d) entertain by evoking suspense, sorrow, sympathy, and laughter. (Booth,
1977).
According to Kunene (1980) the universe can be
described through its physical manifestations; the stars,
the moon, and the sun. On this level it is composed of
numerous cosmic bodies which exhibit two special
laws; a) the continuous growth resulting in an expanding universe, and b) the existence of cosmic boundaries
which enable each entity to follow its own direction
without interference from others. A cosmic balance regulates all things, and the interplay among the cosmic
bodies aims at enriching each other. The cumulative
effect is to trigger giant cosmic movements which result
in new cycles of growth and change. The three worlds
of African cosmology include a) the world of humans,
b) the world of the sun, the moon, the pleiades, the evening star, and the morning stars, and c) the world of the
stars and the interplay of distant mystical forces often
described in the world of the gods who are not worshipped but revered and who link humans with the
unknowable Supreme Creator.
Knowing that a deeper meaning exists for the
rather superficial astronomical mythology which was
recorded mainly by Europeans, the astronomical
mythology that follows is divided into those myths that
describe (a) the sun, moon, and planets which are seen
as the morning and evening stars, and (b) and stars.
Mter a general introduction, each of these sections is
divided into the mythology of the Sudanese, Bantu,
Pygmies, Bushmen, and Hottentots.
Sun, Moon, Morning and Evening Stars
The movements of the sun and moon allow the
10

occupants of Mrica to order their world. The
of Africa is located between the Tropic of Cancer
the Tropic of Capricorn which, when projected into
space, define the northern and southern limits of the
sun's movement as seen from earth. The combination of
the two apparent movements of the sun, its path
the day, and its oscillations throughout the year, have
led to the concept of space as a square, a rectangle
a
corkscrew. The cardinal directions of East and West
were perceived as oppositional parts of space. Above
and below this space the sun, each year, wove a double
spiral around the earth. The helix is often schematized
by its projection on a flat surface as a zigzag line which
decorates utensils, facades of houses, and sanctuaries.
African peoples celebrate periodic festivals of
taincy at the solstices, and rites involving
performed facing East. (Zahan, 1979)
The moon also contributes to the ordering of the
world. Its cyclical appearances and. disappearances
reflect life and death. Its waxing and waning during its
visible periods illustrates the gradual process of transformation and change. Because the sun is a symbol of
permanence and stability, and the moon constitutes a
brilliant sign of transformation, most African cultures
organize the cosmos in terms of kinship beginning with
the sun-moon couple. The two celestial beings appear as
brother and sister, or husband and wife, and or sometimes as maternal uncle and nephew. The relationship
of the sun and the moon reflects the structure of relations between family members on earth. (Zahan, 1979)
Although the myths concerning the sun and moon
and the qualities attributed to them are contradictory on
some points, especially with regard to the sex of
there is unanimous agreement on their general characteristics. The sun is depicted as hard-working,
truthful, reliable, and intelligent, while the moon is
referred to as easy-going, changeable, deceitful, unreliable, and dangerous. (Jacobson-Widding, 1978)
C01l"tn1U:!

Sudanese
In Ghana, the sky-god, Nyame, created night and
sleep. When the night seemed oppressively dark, the
moon was created to lighten the darkness. When the
day was too cold, Nyame created the sun. (Grimal,
1965)
To the Dogon of the Western Sudan, the sun and
moon were created by the God Amma. The sun in a
sense, a pot raised to a white heat and surrounded by a
helical spiral of red copper with eight turns which gives
the sun its daily movement The moon is the same
shape, but its copper is white. It was heated for only for
one quarter of the sun's time. (Griaule, 1965)
To the Dahomey of the central Sudan, the sun and
moon are two faces of the same person:
[The Earth pantheon] Sagbata comes from
Mawu and Lisa. Mawu is one person but has
two faces. The first is that of a women, and
the eyes of that part which belongs to the
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woman is the Moon. That face takes the name
of Mawu. The other side is the side of a man.
That face has for its eyes the Sun, and it takes
the name of Lisa. The part called Mawu
directs the night. Where the Sun is, Lisa
directs the day. (Melville & Herskovits, 1958,
p.125)
According to Grimal (1965) Mahu [Mawu] and
Lisa are twins who express the balance maintained by
the sky and earth, day and night, work and rest, and the
coexistence and complementary nature of opposites.
The son of this divine couple, Dan, represents the movement of life in the universe. Although he also is a twin,
he stands for unity in the world.
The Ibibio of eastern Nigeria have a legend as to
why the sun and moon live in the sky.
A long time ago the sun and the water
both lived on the earth and were very
friendly.
The sun often paid a visit to the house
where the water lived and they would sit
talking together for many hours. But the
water never came to the sun's house, and one
day the sun asked his friend:
Why do you and your relations not
come and visit me? My wife and I would be
very pleased to welcome you into our compound.'
The water laughed, 'I'm sorry not to
have visited you before this,' he said, 'but the
fact is that your house is too small. Were I to
come with all my people, I'm afraid we
would drive you and your wife away.'
We are going to build a new compound
soon/replied the sun. 'If it's big enough, will
you come and visit us then?'
'It would have to be very large indeed
for me to come,' explained the water, 'as my
people and I take up so much room I'm afraid
we might damage your property.'
But the sun seemed so sad that his friend
never visited him that the water said he
would come when the new compound was
ready, providing that it was a really big one.
The sun and his wife the moon set to
work, and with the help of their friends, they
built a magnificent compound.
'Come and visit us now,' begged the
sun. 'For we are sure that our compound is
large enough to hold any number of visitors.'
The water was still doubtful, but the sun
begged so hard that the water began to come
in. Through the door into the compound he
flowed, bringing with him hundreds of fish,
some water-rats, and even a few watersnakes.
When the water was knee-deep, he

asked the sun:
'Do you still want my people and me to
come into your compound?'
'Yes,' cried the foolish sun. 'Let them all
come.'
So the water continued to flow into the
compound and at last the sun and moon had
to climb on to the roof of their hut to
dry.
'Do you still want my people and me to
come into your compound?' asked the water
again.
The sun did not like to go back on his
word, so he replied:
'Yes, I told you I wanted them all. Let
them all come.'
Soon the water reached the very top of
the roof and the sun and the moon had to go
up into the sky, where they have lived ever
since. ( Arnott, 1962. pp. 133-134)
To the Nankanse Ashanti of the Western Guinea
Coast (Rattray, 1969b) the sun was called Wuntena
erally something the land feels) or Wune, or Yini, but
the latter name also generally refers to the firmament
and is also the name for the Supreme Being. The moon
is Namboa or Mwarega and is a female whose husband
is God's son, the Sun. The stars are known as, nwarebisi, children of the moon. The Akan Ashanti have a
myth to explain how it came about that men commit
evil by night, children play by moonlight, and matters
in dispute are heard in the daytime. The myth relates
how the Sky-god begat three sons: Darkness, Moon; and
Sun. After the children were adults, the
decided to give his power to the son who rernernb4~r~:L
from childhood, the name for a special yam. By
a spider learns of the secret name which he tells Sun.
When caned to name the yam, Night and the Moon
the
were unable to give the right answer, but Sun
the
correct name. The sky-god then decreed that
Night, although the eldest, did not pay attention to the
Sky-goo'S words, wicked things would be done
during Night's time. The Moon also did not 1I"oT'ln.ornh£~1I"
and thus the Sky-god declared that only children would
play during the Moon's reign. Sky-god was
pleased that Sun did not forget his words and so
him chief saying that if there were matters to be . . . . . ~u.....",.,
they should be heard during Sun's time. The ....
pointed out a path for Sun to take, warning Moon
if
he (Moon) should trespass on this path, the rainbow
Sun
which sometimes circles the sun would
from Moon's touch. (Rattray, 1969a)
A Limba story told by Niaka Dema cxp~laUlS
nature of the sun and the moon, why one
little
brightly, and why one gives off
ing to the Limba of Sierra Leone:
lrltf_rrr\("'I

The moon and the sun, they went to woo a
He
wife. The sun came first about the

went and was accepted. The night passed.
When the sun rose, the moon came. 'I love the
girl.' The girl - the moon went and was
accepted.
When they been accepted there, they
began to come. The mother-in-law went on
first to a well. She came and went in to bathe.
When the moon arrived there, he did not say
'Excuse me!' He went on. The sun came in the
distance there. When he was standing like
from her to Pa Kenda's house [30 or 40
yards], he saw his mother-in-law. Then he
shouted, 'My mother-in-law, excuse me! His
mother in-law put on her skirt.
When the sun came near her here, she said
'My child, for the respect you have given me,
through Kanu, when you shine, everyone will
know that it is a man that is shining. That is
the blessing I give you.' He said, 'It is all
right.' He went on.
When the moon said 'I want to meet you
again', then his mother-in-law said, 'For me, I
will not agree. When you found me bathing,
you did not say to me 'Excuse me!' Through
Kanu, a child will not fear you. Everyone,
whenever you talk, everyone will not hold
you in power.' That is the blessing the
mother-in-law, Kanu, pronounced. For the
sun now, whenever he is shining, hal that is
no play! Even if he talks only a little, he will
be answered [noticed] there where he is in the
sky. All the earth below, it is all burnt. Even if
they say a leaf is cut off in the morning, when
the sun has come up to the middle, it will be
dry. That is the blessing he was given then by
his mother-in-law. But the moon-when he
shines up above, even a child will be able to
sit there. He will not do anything at all to
him, except to go at night. That is the blessing
the mother-in-law gave him then.
The sun respected his mother-in-law, so
now is strong and people fear his heat (or
anger); the moon showed disrespect, so now
has no power to frighten even a child. The
conclusion draws the moral that you should
show respect to all women, in case one day
one of them may turn out to be your motherin-law. (Finnegan, 1967, pp. 287-288)
In East Africa, a Kipsigis myth relates that:
The moon, having less power, was wrestled by the sun to the ground on the dark
side. Because the sun was too hot, the moon
melted and drifted away to the dark side to
cool off, and since then it has never dared to
call for a rematch. (Booth, 1977, p. 118.)
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Bantu
The Moon when personified by the Bantu, is
Star
ally spoken of as masculine, and the
sometimes said to be the Moon's wife.
The greeting of the New Moon is a fairly treau~ent
occurrence among the Bantu, but there does not seem
be any developed system of moon worship
1925).
The Kuba of central Zaire have a myth to eXlJIaJfl
the origin of the celestial objects:
Mboom (Mbumba), an enormous white
personage, reigned over a world covered by
water and plunged in darkness. One day he
suffered from painful cramps and vomited
the sun, the moon, and the stars (Heusch,
1982, p. 125)
The Kuba have kept a dynastic record of at least
124 kings, some of which can be placed chronologically
by references to such events as the eclipse of the sun, or
an appearance of a comet. (Cornet, 1971)
To the Anyanja Bantu, the Morning and
Stars are the wives of the Moon. Chekechani, the Morning Star, who lives in the east and feeds her husband so
badly that he pines away from the day he arrives at her
house, until the day he arrives to the other wife
in the west, who feeds him very well until he is fat
again. (Werner, 1925)
A Chokwe Lunda myth, Quarrel of the Sun and
Moon, from central Zaire, says:
The sun and the moon each claimed to be the
only one to possess knowledge. The sun became
angry and covered the face of the moon with
making it black. Since then the moon provides
a feeble light at night while the sun is
(Heusch, 1982, p. 213)
To the Luba of south-east Zaire, the moon is
Baluba who has two wives who are the evening and
morning stars. According to a Luba story, which is similar to the Lunda myth, the moon was as bright as the
sun until the two fought and the sun threw mud on the
a
moon, obscuring its light. In spite of this the moon
more important position in Luba belief and ritual than
does the sun. A significant periodic event is the
rebirth of the moon each month as the new moon,
which grows, and then slowly dies. It is a particular
moon that brings the rains, and another that brings the
dry season and hunting. The day of the new moon is the
'day of the spirits' when no work is done because various rituals must be carried out (Booth, 1977).
For the Lunda, Venus is the wife of the sun. The
reappearance of the sun accompanies the return of
wet season which is beneficent for the Lunda. As
faithful wife of the sun, the star of evening and mc)rrumg
symbolizes the permanence in the sky of the solar
ciple, and the victory of life over death. To the
13

is the wife of the moon. The sun, associated with
drought, is considered
for the Luba.
(Heusch, 1982),
Among the Baziba tribes of
Kazoba is the
of the sun and the moon
son,
the celestial vault ( Grimal, 1965).
Ewe Bantu tell of the time that the Sun and the
Moon each had a number of children and agreed to kill
them. No reason is given, beyond the implication that
they wanted a feast. The Sun slaughtered her children
and ate them, in company with the Moon; the latter,
however, hid hers in a large water-jar and only lets
them out at night. So Sun to this day is childless, while
Moon's offspring are visible every night in the shape of
the stars. (Werner, 1925, p. 226.)
Among the Mossi of the Western Sudan, the rites
devoted to the coming of the new year take place
around the time of the winter solstice when the sun has
reached its maximum declination and begins to move
toward the northern hemisphere. The lunar calendar
also plays an important role in fixing the date of the ceremony. The rite is
on the new moon closest
to the solstice. This moment is propitious for the opening of the path of the sun which, according to the Mossi,
is made possible by the cleaning and opening of the
trails leading to the royal palace, which at that time, are
actually cleared of encroaching vegetation. At the same
time, the king leaves his palace and returns the day the
paths are unlocked after the solstice Thus, in one and
the same rite, these people bring about their entrance
into a new time period, the renewal of their kingdom,
and the reconstruction of the world. (Zahan, 1979)
The Swazi of southeast Africa believe that on
December 21 the sun is at rest in its hut in the south, but
then leaps out to start a new journey. They correlate the
lunar year with the solar year which can create confusion when a moon is lost. The moon is thought of as a
woman who follows her male lord, the sun, and when
dies she is hidden by him and then reappears. The
national holiday, Incwala, honoring the solstice begins
when the moon is dark, during the new moon before
the solstice, and ends after the sun has reached its
southernmost point (Zahan, 1979).
There is a Nandi and Wochago Bantu tale of
zimba:
and in his sore
who was 'very
land where the sun
extremity, set out for
rises.' As he stood gazing eastward, he heard
steps behind him, and, turning saw an old
woman who, on hearing
hid him in
to midher garments and flew up
where the sun stands at noon. There
a chief appeared
he saw men coming,
and
an ox and sat down to feast
with his followers. Then the old woman,
asked his
whose identity is not
for Kyazimba,
the chief blessed.
him and sent him home, and he lived in pros-

ever after.
In the art of the
liberal use of a dot
both to indicate the
scattered or continuous motifs. Some
from the MEXiijtenranierull,
form of a solar
while others.,. .• ,
Islam (Comet,
A Tiv Bantu tale about the
" ' l U I LtC

the moon went to
and
thinner and thi:nnE~r
the hut to make
The moon is a woman,
The sun
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it is a dHterlent
ferent times --and that
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The Bambala Bantu tribes have
the punishment of
Men wanted to know about the
stake into the ......
it ho!dml2: ... ,,,,,,.1,,,",,,,,,,,
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except to come to me!'

Mythology,
In Mozambique the
explains the
on the moon,

with its glittering feathers of light. She took
advantage of a moment when the sun was
looking at the other side of the earth, and
stole some of his feathers of fire to adorn herself. But the sun found it out, and in his
anger splashed the moon with mud which
remains stuck to it for all eternity. Ever since
then the moon is bent on revenge. Every ten
years she surprises the sun when he is off
guard, and cunningly spatters him with mud
in his tum. The the sun shows large spots
and for some hours cannot shine, so that the
whole earth is sad, and men and animals are
greatly afraid, for they love the sun. (New
Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, pp. 474-5,
1959)
Pygmies
The supreme god of the Pygmies is Khanvun, who
appears as the one who directs or controls all celestial
phenomena. When the sun dies each evening, he collects the broken pieces of the stars in his sack and tosses
armfuls of them at the sun, so it can rise again the next
morning in its original splendor. (Grimal, 1965)
Bushmen
The Bushmen hold that the sun and moon were
once human beings who lived on the earth. Their presence in the sky is due to the mysterious 'early race' who
first inhabited the earth. The sun who did not belong to
this race, lived among them jntermittently and shed
light in a small space around his hut by lifting or lowering his arm. Some children, at their mother's suggestion, stole up to him as he was asleep and, by a concerted effort, flung him up into the sky, so that he might
'make bright the whole place.' After that, he became
round and never was a man afterwards. (Werner, 1925)
The Bushmen tended to regard the Moon as generally unlucky, for: "We may not look at the Moon, when
we have shot game ...Our mothers used to tell us that
the Moon is not a good person, if we look at him.' (Werner, 1925)
The Bushmen greeted the new moon with the following invocation, covering their eyes with their hands
as they uttered it:

tis, who flung it up into the sky on a
night. In the other, the Moon is looked
as a man who incurs the wrath of the Sun
is consequently pierced by the knife
of the latter. This whole process is re]:>ea:ted
until almost the whole of the Moon
cut
away, and only one little piece left; which the
Moon piteously implores the Sun to spare for
his children. (The Moon is in Bushman
mythology a male being.) From this little
piece, the Moon gradually grows again and
becomes a full moon, when the Sun's stabbing and cutting processes recommence.
(Werner, 1925, pp 227-228.)
The Nandi and the Wachaga Bushmen have a common saying "Now (at sunset) the Sun-Chief is "". ,,, .....,...1"-0
his shield to his wife" (Werner, 1925, p. 232) The
men called the planet Jupiter, 'TIawn's Heart."
1925)
Hottentot
A great character in Hottentot mythology is HeitsiEibib who some mythologists associate with the moon.
If he is to be associated with the moon, he must also be
connected with the origin of death, for the Moon sent
Leprosy to men with the announcement that
would be born again and be immortal. But Leprosy
not convey this message of life; she cheated the Moon
and instead brought humankind word of death
1965).
A Nama Hottentot myth demonstrates the role
Hare with the moon. The Moon sent a messenger,3n
insect, to tell men: As I die and dying live, so shall
also die and dying live." The insect was slow and
not gone very far when he was overtaken by the Hare
to
who asked about his errand. The Hare then
carry the message, because he so much swifter than the
insect, and the messenger consented. However, the
Hare reversed the terms of the message, and the
Moon, upon his return, hit him with a piece of
so
that his lip is split to this day. Another version adds that
the Hare, in retaliation, scratched the Moon's
so
that the marks are still visible. (Werner, 1925, p.
1/

Stars
Kasbbi-a yonder!... Take my face yonder!
Thou shall give me thy face yonder!...Thou
shalt give me thy face, with which, when thou
hast died, thou dost again living return; when
we did not perceive thee, thou dost again
lying down come, that I may also resemble
thee. (Werner, 1925, p. 227)
The Bushmen have two different accounts of
the Moon.
In one it was originally a hide sandal
belonging to that mysterious being the Man-
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Because the equator divides the continent, the seasons are reversed north and south of the equator.
Although nearly the same star patterns are visible from
much of the continent, the seasonal meanings of the
tern are reversed. Star groups associated with
warmest weather in the north are associated with the
coldest weather in the south.
The Pleiades are recognized almost
probably because of their position near the ....., .."" ..........
in immediate proximity to the ecliptic.
qualitative change of the nature in the two heJru~;pl1lefE~S
as the sun reaches the limits of its declination.
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stars and constellations such as Orion, Ursa Major, Polaris, the Southern Cross and Canopus help with space
orientation. However, the sun is still the absolute reference of spacial determinations. (Zahan, 1979)
The Milky Way is used to divide the sky into two
halves, each endowed with its own significance in terms
of its rotation. The configuration of the sky reveals a
parallel organization which operates in the terrestrial
world. In this cosmos, the house constitutes the smallest
portion of the universe, is entirely subject to the control
of humans, and is that part of space in which humans
impart their concept of the world. Thus it is not surprising that every thing concerning the house is determined
by cosmic references. (Zahan, 1979)
Sudanese
The Banda tribes in the eastern Sudan teU of a mischievous deity, Tere, who liked fun, though he also
brought the gift of civilization to humans. One of the
legends about this hero tells of how he succeeded in
reaching the sky by the means of subterfuge, but he
played such wicked tricks on the Supreme Being that
the latter felt like sending him away. In the end this god
obtained his pardon, and stayed in the sky in shape of
the constellation of the Southern Cross (Grimal, 1965).
When the Ashanti of the Western Guinea Coast
saw shooting stars, they uttered cries and said that their
chief, Leza, was coming back to see how his children on
earth were getting on. (Werner, 1925)
The cosmogony of the Dogon of the western Sudan
(Griaule, 1965) was related by Ogotommeli, an elderly
blind sage, who disclosed a complex and systematic
world view. According to Ogotommeli, the stars came
from pellets of earth flung out into space by their God
Amma. These stars correspond to types of grain
(Zeu5se, 1979). The construction of the Dogon granary
parallels the make-up of the world-system. The circular
base represents the sun. The square roof represents the
sky. The circle in the center of the roof represents the
moon. The north stairway is associated with the
Pleiades, the south stairway with Orion's Belt, the east
stairway with Venus, and the west stairway with the
Long-tailed Star. (Griaule, 1965) The cosmic seed from
which the universe was created lived in the heavens
where it is visible today as the pole star and the constellations that emanate outward from it on all sides
(Zeu5se, 1979). In the Dogon ritual of remaking the
world, called sigi, the point of reference is the equinox.
In addition, astronomical factors concerning Sirius, are
involved in it (Zahan, 1979)
As Ogotommeli told Griaule about Dogon beliefs
and cosmology, Griaule came to realize that the Dogons
had their own coherent explanation of the symbols of
the signs of Zodiac.
Griaule conjectures:
It would seem, therefore, that the
Zodiac of the Mediterranean peoples
could be explained from the point of view
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of Dogon cosmology and
But
the European [Griaule] had no llltlSums
about how an argument was likely to be
received by recognized specialists in academic circles. (Griaule, 1965, p.
To the Dinka, the stars are the cattle-fires of
with their herds in the sky. (Lienhardt,
the
Frazer (1925) gives many of the uses
Pleiades by the Sudanese. In Sierra Leone, in the
ern Sudan, the proper time for planting was determined
by the Pleiades. To the Masai of East Africa, the
ance of the Pleiades in the west was a sign for the
ning of the rainy season which took its name from
star group. In Masailand, the Pleiades were above the
hodron from September to mid-May, and the
knew it would rain if these six
which see'me~ to
follow after one another like cattle, were visible. When
the Pleiades were no longer visible, the rains were over.
The Nandi of Kenya called the Pleiades, Koremerik, and
judged the quality of their harvest by the
of
the stars. The Kikuyu of the same region say that
Pleiades is the mark in the heavens which shows
people that the time to plant their crops is when
constellation is in a certain position in the early ~VlpnlnO"
TVJ>;n.nIID

Bantu
In general, ethnographic reports on the constellations associated wi th seasonal changes in the Bantu
world are scarce. According to Werner (1925) the
being agriculturalists, would be less likely to pay attention to the stars than pastoral or hunting people.
they have few names, and those are not
the Pleiades and Orion. The Lower Congo
pIe have a song about the three stars in Orion's
which they call the hunter, the dog, and the
rodent>,
The gun-oh! the gun! The hunter is following his dog,
And the dog is after the palm-rat,
And the palm-rat is up a tree,
And the tree is too much for the gun: So the gun is hung up again. <Werner ,
p.228)
According to Frazer (1925) the
Pleiades shortly after sunset was regarded as InCllalltU1lg
the planting season. The Amazulu called the l-'lelaClles,
Isilimela, which means, "The digging-for
because when the Pleiades appeared, the
to dig. They say that:
Isilimela dies, and is not seen. It is not
seen in winter; and at last, when the winter
it
to aOloealr-<me
is coming to an
of its stars first, and then three,
on increasingly it becomes a duster
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and is perfectly dear when the sun is about
to rise. And we say Isilimela is renewed, and
the year renewed, and so we begin to dig.
(Frazer, 1925, p. 316)
The Bechuanas also use the Pleiades:
The Bechuanas are directed by the position of certain stars in the heavens, that the
time has arrived, in the revolving year, when
particular roots can be dug up for use, or
when they may commence their labours of
the field. This is their likhakologo (turning or
revolving), or what we could caU the spring
time of the year. The Pleiades they call selemila which may be translated 'cultivator' or
the precursor of agriculture ... Thus when this
constellation assumes a certain position in the
heavens, it is a signal to commence cultivating their fields and gardens. (Frazer, 1925, p.
316)
The star-lore of the Khoikhoi is similar to the Bushman and may be derived from the latter, or it may be
Hamitic in origin. The Pleiades (Khunusiti) are the
wives of Aldebaran. Once they asked him to go shoot
the three Zebras (Orion's Belt) for them, telling him that
he could not come home again until he had done so. He
took only one arrow with him, and having missed the
first shot, could not go to pick it up, as the Lion (Alpha
Orionis) was watching the Zebras on the other side.
/; And because his wives had cursed him, he could not
return, and there he sat in the cold night, shivering and
suffering from thirst and hunger." Certain stars in the
Hyades were regarded by the Khoikhoi as the sandals
and the doak of Aldebaran who was called Aob, the
Husband. Two of the smaller (fainter?) stars in Orion
were his bow. (Werner, 1925)
In Venda mythology the dry season, the time of
harvest, is introduced by the helical rising of Sirius
(Heusch, 1982).
Bushmen
According to Frazer (1925) in the southern hemisphere, the rising of the star Sirius, in July, marks the
season of the greatest cold. The Bushmen seek to mitigate its rigor by warming up the chilly star with the
heat of the sun.
When the Bushmen perceive Canopus they say
to a child:
Give me yonder piece of wood, that I may
put the end of it in the fire, that I may point it
burning toward grandmother, for grandmother carries Bushman rice; grandmother
shall make a little warmth for us; for she
coldly comes
the sun shall warm grandmother's eyes for us.' Sirius comes out; the
people call to one another: 'Sirius comes yon-

toward gninClm4::nlller;

Sirius into the sun's
may

uT:cl'l"rni-h

because the raiders used to
north-east. The
when the
Hottentot
The Hottentots date the seasons of the
the
and
of the

At the return of the Pleiades these natives
celebrate an
as soon as
aplpeC:lr above the eastern horizon
their little ones on their arms,
to elevated
win show
them
and teach them
stretch their
hands towards
(Frazer 1925, p.
I

The supreme
cult is CelleiJratea
said that he
rain for
and speaks with the voice of thunder.

Conclusion
Because of the diversity of African peoples, there are
many different concepts of the origin, the composition,
and the inner workings of the celestial objects. Speculations about the universe serve as a point of focusing on
social behavior. In order to propagate a social message,
especially for the young, these speculations are dramatized and interpreted through a large body of mythological and legendary tales which are short, often humorous, and educational. These explanations comprise the
astronomical mythology of the sub-Saharan groups: the
Sudanese, Bantu, Pygmies, Bushmen, and Hottentots.
The mytholOgies recorded by Europeans in the past are
only simplified versions of intricate and complicated
mythologies which defined the way of life of these
indigenous peoples.
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Morehead Intern
The Morehead Planetarium is offering a l 'V.] ....... ,.
internship beginning in the fall of 1991. This position is designed to provide experience in planetarium operation, show production, and education.
The Intern will also undertake Teaching Assistant
duties for undergraduate astronomy lab sessions.
Applicants must be admissible to the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill Graduate School.
Annual stipend is $12,000. Application deadline is
January 15, 1991. For an application contact: Intern
Selection Committee, Morehead PP'lanet:arlum
CB#3480, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
27599-3480.
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They said it couldn't be
Running a
worth of p12me'tarimm school shows in
only nine weeks. All it takes is two dedicated school bus
nI'1r';;:'I""{TI'1"~"t"'lrl' and a
bottle of Malox.

and Grades Two,
and
The
three
schedule the visits
and arrange for bus
Hon for the students in their
designated areas of the city.
Normally, we schedule the students in one grade level at a school for each
per
This
tion, typically with two
allows ample time for the program,
additional time

is

i-nr~c"'·'rr",·.. 1-o ....

second
schools

Things were slightly different during the program
crunch. Two buses were used instead of one. With the
exception of a few large schools whose classes completely filled the theater, each program was attended by
students from two schools and three programs were
given back-to-back in the same time span normally
allotted to two (we can't interfere with lunch schedules,
after all). Do this five days a week for nine weeks with
only a setup day between grade levels, and you can
handle more than 15,000 students and teachers in a 120seat theater (a few folks ended up sitting on the floor,
unfortunately),
Why, you might ask, would anyone in their right
mind attempt to do an entire year's worth of school
shows in only nine weeks. This is a complex question
and requires a complex answer.
First, no one in their right mind would want to do
such a thing, but then we are planetarians and few of us
would score very well in the "right mind" category. I
have known a few over my twenty years in the business, but the "normal" never lasted very long (creativity
requires eccentricity). Secondly, there was little choice
in the matter.
For some seventeen years, I worked with the Zeiss
Mark V projector at Fernbank Science Center in the
Atlanta suburbs. Apart from an unexpected flood in the
planetarium, the result of a torrential thunderstorm in
the midst of a reroofing project, the Zeiss lived up to the
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German reputation for engineering; it was (and still
rugged, reliable and very dependable. Then three
ago, the Atlanta Public Schools made me an
couldn't refuse to operate the Spitz A4-RPY at Fulton
Planetari urn.
The previous director had unexpectedly left his
position several months earlier (died in his sleep alone
I
in his own bed-no way for a real planetarian to
inherited his planetarium-and for a while, at
there was a suspicion that his ghost came with it.
lt is fair to say that a Spitz is not a Zeiss, so I understood that the new projector (new to me, that is; both
projectors having been installed at about the same time)
would require some getting used to. To my surprise, the
transition went far smoother than I had anticipated and
I went merrily forward with my programs. Then it
started. Things that had worked well one day-little
things, like the inferior planets-simply would not
work the next day. Bob Tate, my colleague at Atlanta's
Harper Planetarium, was my source of assistance in
dealing with the problems. After we tried all of the standard trouble-shooting ideas, we concluded that either
the planetarium was haunted or the Spitz projector was
self-destructing, or both. As weeks passed into months
and failure followed failure, it seemed that both ,... . . . l"n. ..' "
might be true.
Before we resorted. to bringing in an exorcist, however, it became quite apparent that the problem lay with
21

failures in the daily motion slip rings. Careful checking
revealed that the rings were clean and well lubricated
and that brushes were making good contact. The problem was somehow in the wiring internal to the slip ring
assembly. Fortunately, in the process of converting the
A4 to RPY operation, the Spitz technicians had left a
few empty slip rings which we could use, so with Bob
Tate's help I would get back into operation a day or so
following each failure. In May 1989, the moon diedright in the middle of a program about the moon, moon
phases, and tides-and guess what? There were no
more empty slip rings. We knew that to be the case
because the inferior planets had also died a couple of
weeks earlier and there was no available ring for them,
but since planets were not integral to any of the programs scheduled up to the end of school, we had postponed dealing with that problem until the summer
break. The loss of the moon was a serious, but not catastrophic, event; the loss of daily motion a few days later
was. The daily motion control card burned out, the consequence of an internal short within the projector itself.
The timing was terrible, but the demise of the Spitz
was not as bad as it might have been. I was forced to
cancel all the remaining scheduled programs for the
school year. Then to add insult to injury, I got a letter
from Minolta reminding me that my Spitz was old
enough to vote (in Georgia, dead people have been votfor years). Their offer of a new star projector was
very appealing, especially under the circumstances. I
gave it some serious thought for a couple of minutes
and concluded that my budget was short by a million
dollars or so.
Long before these problems developed, we had
decided tha t the time had
come to automate the star
projectors in the three Atlanta
planetariums. Contracts had
already been made with the
people at Brevard Community College in Cocoa, Florida, to develop a controller
for the A4 projectors.
A call to Chadds Ford
made it immediately clear
that we could lease a planetarium limo for what it was
going to cost to replace the
failed slip rings. Since we had
planned to replace the star projector's controls during
the summer
we decided that it would be a simenough matter to rebuild the slip rings at the same

lost its starball. It just fell off. At least that's
when
Some folks were a bit
tale. I personally believe
the
result of toxic chemicals in the water ,...,rrOC1~Ori
unsuspecting planetarian. I
I was
of old age before we could
the starball
tor. A Spitz projector does not come with a (UE;aS~,ennt)jV
manual.
Twenty years of
climate
cially during the summer months when the
and
tioning was turned off to save
grew in the planetarium
unbreakable bond between
the starball support aSSembly
the slip rings was not
the starhall from the shaft.
Upon removal of the
motion
source of our
became •."............,.Ci,ril~.i-,..,I~y n!'"'\u,.""nc
TIlere are twenty
in each '"'""' . . ""A .. 'L..,
nal solder connections to ten of the
the wires fallen off the

t£veryone needs a war
gliost story, or some
tare to te{{ their

high
u{cers, if you want
ana your friends,
a major overliau{ on
j ector.

There is a well-known saying about the plans of
mice and men. I wish I could remember it. Our plans
untortmlately no one told the A4 about
ago, a Spitz projector in Tennessee,

a
projector. It doesn't matter
condition it
to
the curse of
Great
is upon them all. No matter what
come
you will have
of material
lievable stories.
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with my machine,
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Robert C. Tate
Harper Planetarium
3399 Collier Drive, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30331
During late 1989 the Spitz A4-RPY star projector of
the Fulton Planetarium was converted to run from a
computer-based automation system. This article
describes the technical aspects of this conversion, and is
a companion to an article by Jim Summers describing
the logistics of the conversion.
The Fulton, Harper, and Northside Planetariums
are operated
the
Atlanta Board of 11£1.·, .... ",_
tion. Each planetarium is
equi pped with a Spi tz
A4-RPY instrument under a forty foot dome
with seating for 120.
Installed in the late 60's
and
these instruments are used exclusively with students.
The

Doj,nt€!d out the
for
controls. It became apparent that one person behind the
console could not control aU the projectors needed for
sophisticated programs.
the mid-80's it was
decided to install a ,...r\1rY'1rl'11.'::l>1I"_ln~ C!orl
to "'r,.....
.-.:..orr .. ~.· Planetarium.
the au tomation G:,,,~tOlrY'1
Frantz and Mike
of the
College Planetarium in Cocoa, Florida. Those not
iar with the B.C.C. Automation System, will want
to read the description
accompanying this article.
So successful was the
automation system at the
Harper Planetarium that
money was appropriated
to add the system to the
other two planetariums
and to start the developf
ment
a means of con.. U
trolling the star projectors
as well.
As our needs grew, so did the B.C.C. Automation
System. A new controller was developed to automate

can be obtained
wanted to
this with
cal modifications to the eX}:stlra£:
troller which had been de'\Tel()D€~
desigm~d to be automate~ci.

4-~I.,.1

go
6ased

a1

was

can 6e 06ta-ine

to maintain. Automating Closecl-w.nn
requires precise
C'Tc~toln
the star projector for

Because of the design problems encountered
when dosed-loop systems are fitted to an existing
star projector (particularly the planet motions), it
was decided to use open-loop techniques in the
development of our automation system.
An open-loop system has no feedback elements except for some way of knowing (by means
of a simple switch or sensor) when the projector is
at its home position. Open loop systems assume
that the star projector can be moved in precise
small steps from one position to another. The
computer calculates how many small steps must
be taken and how fast they must be taken, then
delivers the appropriate number of pulses to the
motor to properly move it the required distance.
As long as the motor moves the correct distance
at each pulse from the computer, the computer
always knows precisely how the star projector is
aimed. As a bonus, a minimum number of slip
rings are needed for the open-loop system.
Automation Techniques

MOTOR FORWARD

motor

MOTOR REVERSE

motor

power
plug

The open-loop technique lends itself to the
use of stepping motors, which turn a precise
Figure 1. In the normal wiring of a reversible synchronous motor
amount each time they are given a pulse. Our systhe capacitor produces a phase shift in the applied voltage to
tem, however, does not use stepping motors.
coil. Changing the direction of the phase shift reverses the motor.
Since the planet analogs already contain a large
capacitor to the other. Refer to Figure 1 to see how this
number of synchronous motors, the decision was made
is done. Since the capacitor and coils together constitute
to use permanent magnet synchronous motors for the
tuned circuit, changing the frequency of the apl'l1e~
a
other motions as well. In this way the same motor intervoltage
produces a significant loss of torque
face cards and software could be developed and used
motor.
Clearly
another technique must be used to
for all the motions. As it turns out, synchronous motors
the
speed
of
the
reversible synchronous motor.
respond to pulses in much the same way as stepper
In Figure 2 it is shown that the capacitor can
motors, and are often used in place of steppers.
removed if two square wave pulse trains are aD1DnE~
The speed of a synchronous motor depends on the
the 'motor coils. The motor will run as long as
frequency of the a.c. voltage applied to it. Synchronous
waves are out of phase by the required ninety ael~rees.
motors are used in timing applications such as in elecMaintain
this phase relationship and the motor runs
tric clocks, or in the polar drives on most telescopes. In
the
well
over
a wide range speeds simply by
the later application, the frequency of the applied voltfrequency
of
the
square
waves!
The
beauty
of
age is varied to allow the telescope to track objects in
nique is that it can easily be done by normal
the sky.
logic,
making it adaptable to computer automation.
Since the motions in the planetarium must run in
reverse as well as forward, reversible synchronous motors have to be used. Changing the
speed of these motors is much more complicated
than varying the frequency of the applied voltage
input A
as is done with the unidirectional motor. Reversible synchronous motors have two coils which are
mounted out of phase with each other. The coils
input B - -........- .........+--+~
have one lead in common, while the other lead
motor
from each coil goes to either side of a capacitor.
When 60 Hz. power is applied to one side of the
capacitor (and thus to one coil), a voltage 90
ground - _ _ _......................._ _ _.......a
degrees out of phase with the applied voltage
appears at the other side of the capacitor (and at
the other coil). The direction the motor moves
Figure 2. The computer generates two out-of-phase square waves
depends on which coil lags the other. To reverse
of identical (but varying) frequency to detennine the speed
the motor, power is switched from one side of the
direction of the motor.
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Ho,oKmg Up Motors

Refer to the block
in
3 to see the
basic components of the system.
by a motor interface card which ac(:epts

ter
which controls all other 'Of()lec:tO:rs
dome.
for the star Df()1eC~tor COlntr~Dw~r
the rate and direction of m()tlOln
position.
The new
the

star projector
controller

star box

relay and
junction

motor interface

box
star. projector
power
supply

lamp

lamp interface

transformers

Figure 3. This block diagram shows all major electrical components of the automated star projector.
pulses from the computer controller, or from an on-themanual
card oscillator whose frequency is set from
console. The interface card contains digital logic which
two
which are

the motor
Int,en,ace cards is shown in
The motor interface
receive their ::;l~Il(;ajl::;
Automation SV5iteIn c~nnltro.Her
The same controller can be used either with a
with the
A4. On
or reset it runs aU
motions back to their home
The controller is
then
to receive
from the
II mas-

conductor cable connect
rest of the ",1,.,.,.,4-"•...,."",';,...""

The controller also handles all the
found on the .......,. . . ;;,.,.....i-,.,.....
mands

resistance normally produced by the star lamp control
pot at the console. Since during its life, a star lamp occasionally fails to fire, a sensing circuit was designed to
tell the controller when a problem exists. This keeps the
electronics from continually trying to fire up the star
lamp which refuses to strike an arc. Again, Figure 4
shows the new star control board.
But How Well Does It Work?
A series of benchmark tests were run on the system
as soon as it was put in operational condition. These
tests were designed to see how wen the B.C.C. Automation System would repeatedly position objects against
fixed reference points on the dome.
In the first test, daily motion was reset to its home
position. A command was then given to move the projector to a designated sidereal time. Next the position of
a convenient star was marked on the dome with masking tape after which daily motion was directed to move
backward by about six hours. From this location the
projector was again directed to move to the first sidereal
time and the position of the designated star checked
against the tape markers on the dome. This test was run
for several motor speeds. The system was found to be
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capable of positioning the star to about half the OI.Elml::>ter of the star (or about 3/8 inch) on the itn1"1n.'_lr'nnf'
dome.
the
Annual motion tests were made by
sun while giving annual motion a command to move
ahead by one year. No detectable discrepancy was seen
in the new position of the sun, so a more rigid test was
performed. The position of the moon was marked on
the dome and a command given to move back in time
by one year. Annual motion was again commanded to
move ahead to the original date. The position of
moon was checked and found to have come to within
one fourth of a moon diameter, or about an inch
a
half as measured on the dome.
Daily motion speeds range from one revolution in
two
about 50 seconds down to one revolution in
and one-half hours. Slower speeds have not been
attempted.
The system is performing well according to our
original design goals. We have little data on COlnponent
reliability, however, the prototype motor interface
board and motor functioned for a year under manual
control in place of the Spitz daily motion system before
the rest of the conversion was performed.

Figure 4. Shown here are the motor interface card, a lamp interface card with three circuits, and the new
star control relay card.
The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No.3, September 1990

Limitations and Losses
Naturally, any project of this sort is likely to create
compromises. In our case the only loss was that of the
roll, pitch, and yaw functions of the star projector. At
present no software has been added to the RC.C. Automation System to perform these motions from direct
commands. While this may seem to be a significant loss
of function, it isn't, because we have rarely used roll,
pitch, and yaw in the years since the three planetariums
were installed. Carefully selected combinations of daily,
latitude, and heading can be used to demonstrate roll,
pitch, and yaw for educational purposes if needed.
A further limitation exists since we have not
installed an annual motion home-position sensor.
Because of the wide range of motions in the planet cage,
it is quite difficult to be sure that the projector will
move to the correct home position without a series of
home switches and controlling logic on several of the
planet analogs. We get around this by setting annual
motion to the correct date before shutting down the system, or by manually resetting annual motion on start
up.
Finally, limitations to accuracy exist in the design of
the Spitz projector. We can command the sun to move
to a specified date, but if the annual motion projectors
are not aligned to the stars, or if the ecliptic and coordinate projector segments are not aligned, the sun's image

may be moved with preoSIOn, but still not
against the proper background of stars or COC)rClln,ates.
Slight changes in target positions can be used to
pensate for such situations.
Finally, we can no longer depend on Spitz for service. However, since we have learned so much about
the star projector during this conversion process,
not be
have simplified the electronics, maintenance
a problem.
Costs and Futures
We have no idea how many hours of planning, discussion, construction, and testing have been invested
our three staff members since the project began.
dollars spent for the automation of the star projectors,
exclusive of staff time, amount to less than $12,000
installation. Considering the cost of most major
neering projects of this type, we feel quite SU(:ce1:JStl11
this venture. As far as we know, no one has ever successfully automated a star projector which was not
cifically designed to be automated with this
accuracy.
The option exists of applying this technology to
other Spitz projectors. If our motors and interface cards
will work with the Spitz A3's, then hundreds of
tariums could be automated.

Figure 5. Pictured here are all the components ready for mounting under the star projector. Clockwise from lower
is one of two manual panels, the motor power supply, star control box, relay and junction box, motor interface
cage, and lamp interface cards. In front is the B.C.C. Star Projector Controller with one of the new motors on top.
The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No.3, September 1990
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Side Bar on the B.C.C. Automation System

status displays constantly monitor the functions of all
projectors used in the show. Projectors can be adclressed
directly from the computer keyboard or commands can
be stored on disc and run from the show tape.
The most powerful feature of the system is the ease
with which a program can be edited. Since no commands are ever stored on the show tape,
consists of making changes to the command file in
computer, much like changes are made to a data base or
word processing program.
The system has been designed specifically for use in
planetariums by people who work in planetariums.
This is a big plus compared to other audio-visual control systems which are specifically designed to control
only slide projectors.
For more information on the RC.C. Automation
System, contact the Brevard Community College Planetarium in Cocoa, Florida.
0

The B.C.C. Automation System is built around the
design philosophy that software is less expensive and
more dependable than hardware. Thus there is a minimum of hardware to accomplish automation functions
as compared to other systems now on the market. The
system can best be described as a time-based, eventbased automation control system. If there is a piece of
equipment in your dome, chances are good that it can
be controlled by the B.C.C. System.
Refer to the accompanying diagram to see how the
units fit together. At the heart of the system is an Apple
lIe or Apple IIgs computer. In this computer are stored
the commands which will ultimately make everything
appear on the dome. A special card in the Apple connects it to the tape deck and to the other components of
the system. On a spare channel of the show tape, timing
codes are recorded. The system will read an AVL clock,
SMPTE time codes, or the B.C.C. clock.
Once the clock is recorded on the tape,
nothing is done to the tape again-ever!
Unlike other systems which record actual
command cues on the tape, the B.C.C. System puts nothing on the tape but a time
code at one-tenth second intervals.
As the show tape is running, the Apple
slide and
computer reads the time code from the
effects
tape. It looks in memory to see if any comt-----Icontroller
mands need to be performed as the time
codes are read. When a command needs to
be performed, it is sent by means of a communications cable to the various controllers. There are controllers which manage all
the functions of slide projectors and special
Apple II
effects projectors, while others control
computer
slew-zoom projectors, and the star projector. Video disc players and video projectors
can also be controlled by the system.
A typical controller for slide and effects
projectors can handle all the functions of
up to forty-two projectors. The controller
will keep track of which slide is in the promanual panel
jector gate, perform all dimming functions,
00000
advance and reverse projectors, turn on
fans and motors in special effects, and run
everything to its respective home position
on command.
The interface circuit to hook each projector to the controller is quite simple, consisting of three triac switching circuits and
star projecto
a few home reset components. In all cases
controller and
hardware is kept to a minimum.
interface
Programming is done in a special language which consists of a minimum number of commands which are addressed to
each projector. It takes only a few hours to
Figure A. This block diagram shows all components of the
learn how to program even quite compliAutomation system as installed in our planetariums.
cated segments of programs. On-screen

o
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IS OUR
SOLAR SYSTEM
UNIQUE •••

To Worlds Beyond is an educationally rich, highly entertaining planetarium show that takes
viewers on a thought-provoking exploration of other worlds - to those we know and to those we
can only imagine. This is not just another solar system show.
REUBEN H. FLEET

~:.....
and an audio cassette.
~~
Sponsored by the American Honda Foundation. THEATER AND SCIENCE CENTER

Call (619) 238- 1233, ext. 235 for a brochure

cus on
Conducted by: Mark Sonntag
Department of Physics
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas76909
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Thomas Winslow
Air Force Academy Planetarium
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80840
INTRODUCTION

The typical high school staff does not include a person trained in astronomy, as it does people trained in
l"'nt:llrniich",y biology, or mathematics. Therefore, there are
few
high school courses in astronomy, since
most teachers are unfamiliar with much of the content.
If a
school does
an astronomy course, the
teacher win
rely a great deal on the provided
locally developed curriculum
textbooks,
states ''There is no textbook or
available astronomy curriculum. for either
a full year or a one semester high school course," there
exists a vacuum that has affected the quality of our children's education. This vacuum needs to be filled.

moons.
Robert

WHY

Why teach astronomy in high school? For astronthere are many different answers.
first-and perhaps most obvious-is that most
student s show a natural interest in astronomy. The reason for this interest is difficult to pin down. It might be
because of the publicity given the manned space program, or possibly the lesser, but still significant, media
attention to astronomical topics generally. Perhaps this
interest is just an inherent part of human nature, shown
by the tens of thousands of adults who are involved in
amateur astronomy, a popular avocation in the United
States.
A second reason for astronomy in the schools is that
the human race is slowly moving from the surface of
the earth and into space. Today we use space-based satellites for weather forecasting, communications, and
navigation. We have landed people on the Moon, and
robot probes on the planets Mars and Venus. Within a
century, we win be mining the moon and the asteroids
for the minerals that are becoming increasingly hard to
find on Earth. Our future is in space.
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the
schools are not equipped to
astronomy, it is not a qualification for any career and indeed it is somewhat beyond eveThe Planetarian, VoL 19, No.3, September 1990

ryday experience. Adherents to this point of view argue that
inadequate and poor teaching of astronomy at school is to do
astronomy a disservice and therefore it is best not to begin ...
The argument is in any case specious-if it were followed through logically there would be nothing to
teach in school. (McNally, 1982).
WHAT'S IMPORTANT

Accepting that astronomy should be taught is but a
first step. Astronomy is, like all modern subject areas, a
very broad
everything can't be included. What
should be included in a high school astronomy curriculum and what should be omitted? I've identified four
factors that will be used to narrow the list.
The first consideration should be the interests of the
students. When students are interested in a topic or
area, they will naturally learn more. Although these
interests shouldn't be the sole-or even primaryconsideration, they are important to remember.
The second factor relates to the first. When possible,
a topic should relate directly to the student's O'''Oo~J'rI
life and experiences. This will not only increase
but will make the
probability of the student's
learning more
even if the student does not
have the natural interest in the topic, which would be
preferred.
Next, the curriculum should aid the student in
becoming "space and science literate." As a citizen and
future voter, the student's opinion will play an important role in the future direction of his/her country, and
it is vital that he/she has a basic knowledge necessary
to make informed decisions.
Finally, the curriculum should develop the problem
sol ving, cri tical thinking, and analytical skills in the student. Even if he/she never uses astronomy itself again,
these skills can be used throughout the remainder of
his/her life, from deciding a brand of toothpaste to
finding an answer to world hunger.
THE CURRICULUM

Using the criteria listed above, I have developed a
high school astronomy curriculum that will meet
today's needs. Each unit and the topics within each unit
have been selected because they will help achieve the
results described within the above criteria. This curriculum is for a year-long course. One of each of the first
four units (Naked Eye Astronomy, The Astronomer's
Toolbox, The Sun and Planets, and Stars and Galaxies)
would be taught during each semester or marking
period. The fifth unit, Important Topics, would be covered in segments interspersed throughout the rest of the
course. Individual important topics would be discussed
during the natural breaks within and between the other
units, and within the academic year.

THE
"toolbox" contains the telE~SC4::n){~S
the structure and

" I " , r... I".".."...",

science.

THE SON AND
many
in
more traditional curriculum.
a broad overview of the solar ~"v~~tt:>lm
planet's
ated by
solar SV5;telTI
important critical thilnkilng
deals with the
has evolved and
come. Critical
comparing and
objects in the solar system.
realize that the Earth is a
Topics: The Sun; the source
structure of the solar system; comparative pl(lmeWI'O~V;
and comets, asteroids, & meteors.

STARS AND GALAXIES. This is the last of
that are normally
in
curriculum. The universe from the DUlurUJ.al'V

solar system outward is examined in broad,
terms. This unit would include those topics often
in the popular media, and so are of great interest to the
students. Through this interest, the science literacy and
analytic skills of these students can be expanded. This
will be accomplished by studying the physical environments related to the topics, and each topic's relation to
the other.
Topics: Stellar evolution, supernovae, neutron stars
and pulsars, black holes, galaxies, quasars, and cosmology.
IMPORTANT TOPICS. At first, I wanted to label this
unit "Supplementary Topics," but I was afraid that title
would be misleading. If titled "supplementary," teachers might be tempted to skip the unit. This unit is an
important, integral part of the complete curriculum.
This is the second unit that is not normally included in
traditional astronomy courses. It best combines the students' interests in topics that they must be familiar with
to be scientifically literate and the critical thinking and
problem solving skins they will need later.
The topics within this unit come from two different
areas. First, it includes topics that appear almost daily
in the media ( Einstein's theory of relativity, life on
other worlds, etc.) where a background is needed to
understand funy events and discussions, but which
don't seem to be covered elsewhere in the high school
curriculum. The second purpose is to develop the critical thinking skins that the students need to evaluate
rationally popular "pseudosciences." This includes
astrology, UFO's, and whatever "fad" happens to be in
style (the "Jupiter Effect," ancient astronauts, etc.) The
need to develop these critical thinking skills is shown
best by the current popularity of astrology. George O.
Abell noted that "many students today lack the ability
to discriminate between good and poor space literature,
with the result that many believe in astrology." (Bishop,
1977). Kruglak and O'Bryan (1977) reported on a Gallup
Poll that 38% of the U.S. population between the ages of
18 and 24 years believed in astrology.
The reason for this widespread belief in astrology is
difficult to understand. Maybe the students feel that
since the newspapers publish astrological columns,
astrology must be legitimate. In any case, critical thinking and analytical skills must be taught so people can
evaluate the merits of astrology-and other pseudosciences-independentlyand arrive at logical conclusions.
Then they will no longer have to rely on the "authority"
of the media to make informed decisions; they will be
able to make those decisions themselves.
LABS AND ASTRONOMY
Deciding how to teach a subject is just as important
in developing a curriculum as determining what to
teach. If the material or topics are taught in a way that
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Planetarium show lacks
State of the Art is a biweekly
look at new developments in the
field of electronics.

Ever since I was about 10 years
old, I have been fascinated by astronomy. Uncle Lou would take my
brother Bob and me to the rooftop
of his rowhouse, and we would
spend hours gazing at stars and
planets through homemade telescopes.
I've lived in this area all of my
life, and although that gives me
great access to movies, concerts,
restaurants and shopping, it hasn't
made for prime stargazing.
When I moved to the Pinelands
area of Burlington County 12 years
ago, I could see the Milky Way
overhead on a clear night. However,
the increasing amount of light pollution emanating from shopping
centers, roadways and homes has
made that beautiful sight all but in-

STATE OF
THE ART

Jim
Elliott
visible from my area. I know the
Milky Way is still up there in the
same place it's always been, but to
see it clearly now r d have to travel
to a less-developed area . . · like
Montana.
I used to be able to see a clear reproduction of the Milky Way at the
Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia.
The Fels Planetarium is the largest
planetarium in this area, with its
dome-shaped ceiling rising several
stories above its floor. It is housed
on the ground floor of the Franklin

Institute, where it has been since
1933.
I still remember visiting the Fels
Planetarium as a child. A huge antlike machine would rise from the
floor, and the lights in the room
would begin to dim. Within seconds,
the "sky" above would be filled with
more stars and planets than I could
ever have imagined in my Philadelphia sky.
The "ant-like" creature was actually a Zeiss Star Projector, a rotating metal device that
a large
collection of optical lenses and motors to accurately simulate the appearance of the sky at night, free of
the light and atmospheric pollution
that surround us.
Over the years, I have continued
to visit the Fels Planetarium, and it
has continued to amaze me. It was a
place that remained unchanged, untouched and timeless -- until last
year, that is.

predecessor's star quality
came. Things only got worse as the
action, you can imagine my enthuIt was back in 1985 that I fIrst
stars moved across the sky is a
siasm upon hearing the Fels Planeheard about the Digistar, a new
ratcheting motion. The old Zeiss
tarium was about to install one of
computer-driven planetarium prowas smooth. Its modern replacethese new, state-of-the-art projecjection system that had been inment produces an image so unrealstalled at the Hansen Planetarium tors. But I waited patiently until
istic and unconvincing that my
in Salt Lake City. This new system last month to view the new system
brother's girlfriend fell asleep durso that my brother, who now lives
uses computer graphics to produce
ing the show. If I were to rate this
small but intense star images on a in North Carolina, could go with me
show as movies are rated, I'd give it
to see the "rooftop stars" once
cathode ray tube (CRT). These
only one star.
again.
"stars" are then projected onto the
I usually conclude my column by
The lights in the planetarium
dome of the planetarium by a fIshsuggesting
that you go see a product
dimmed, and a pale, lifeless star
eye lens that is encased in a glass
or
display
and
judge it yourself. But
fIeld filled the dome. Colorful stars
in
this
case,
I
suggest
that you save
housing.
such as Antares and Sirius were imUnlike the gigantic Zeiss unit,
your time and money. There are
possible to recognize. Familiar conthe tiny Digistar has the ability to
many interesting things to do and
change the positions and motion of stellations were lost in a video
see at the Franklin Institute, but
game-like imitation sky. I assured
stars to allow us to see the constelthe planetarium is no longer one of
lations as they appeared million of myself that this must be the warmthem.
up, and that this two-dimensional,
years ago or as they will appear milThere are many brilliant scienlions of years into the future. Stars monochrome sky would soon
tists,
engineers and technicians who
can be made to move in both space brighten and surpass the gorgeous,
are constantly improving the insticolorful sky that the old Zeiss protution's exhibits. Now they have a
and time.
jector produced.
And so, after four years of waitnew toy to work on.
But technology is not always
Jim Elliot is a free-lance writer.
ing for a chance to visit Salt Lake
kind. The improvements never
City to watch the Digistar system in
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stories above its floor. It is housed
on the ground floor of the Franklin

Institute, where it has been since
1933.
I still remember visiting the Fels
Planetarium as a child. A huge antlike machine would rise from the
floor, and the lights in the room
would begin to dim. Within seconds,
the "sky" above would be filled with
more stars and planets than I could
ever have imagined in my Philadelphia sky.
The "ant-like" creature was actually a Zeiss Star Projector, a rotating metal device that used a large
collection of optical lenses and motors to accurately simulate the appearance of the sky at night, free of
the light and atmospheric pollution
that surround us.
Over the years, I have continued
to visit the Fels Planetarium, and it
has continued to amaze me. It was a
place that remained unchanged, untouched and timeless - until last
year, that is.

predecessor's star quality
It was back in 1985 that I first
heard about the Digistar, a new
computer-driven planetarium projection system that had been installed at the Hansen Planetarium
in Salt Lake City. This new system
uses computer graphics to produce
small but intense star images on a
cathode ray tube (CRT). These
"stars" are then projected onto the
dome of the planetarium by a fisheye lens that is encased in a glass
housing.
Unlike the gigantic Zeiss unit,
the tiny Digistar has the ability to
change the positions and motion of
stars to allow us to see the constellations as they appeared million of
years ago or as they will appear millions of years into the future. Stars
can be made to move in both space
and time.
And so, after four years of waiting for a chance to visit Salt Lake
City to watch the Digistar system in

action, you can imagine my enthusiasm upon hearing the Fels Planetarium was about to install one of
these new, state-of-the-art projectors. But I waited patiently until
last month to view the new system
so that my brother, who now lives
in North Carolina, could go with me
to see the "rooftop stars" once
again.
The lights in the planetarium
dimmed, and a pale, lifeless star
field filled the dome. Colorful stars
such as Antares and Sirius were impossible to recognize. Familiar constellations were lost in a video
game-like imitation sky. I assured
myself that this must be the warmup, and that this two-dimensional,
monochrome sky would soon
brighten and surpass the gorgeous,
colorful sky that the old Zeiss projector produced.
But technology is not always
kind. The improvements never

came. Things only got worse as the
stars moved across the sky is a
ratcheting motion. The old Zeiss
was smooth. Its modern replacement produces an image so unrealistic and unconvincing that my
brother's girlfriend fell asleep during the show. If I were to rate this
show as movies are rated, I'd give it
only one star.
I usually conclude my column by
suggesting that you go see a product
or display and judge it yourself. But
in this case, I suggest that you save
your time and money. There are
many interesting things to do and
see at the Franklin Institute, but
the planetarium is no longer one of
them.
There are many brilliant scientists, engineers and technicians who
are constantly improving the institution's exhibits. Now they have a
new toy to work on.
Jim Elliot is a free-lance writer.

8: rUe Manipulate Simulate

show ...
The manual is
brief ......,.,..,.."'1

Simulate

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR9Y the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphaneumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
Digistar@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation
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historical actors that
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Noble Planetarium featured "Star
te:>::llhn"'inn- the
abilities of

Francisco, _~UI.JULV.ll.JI.".II.K 94118
(Dare we title this... ?) Edutainment
The topic for this FORUM is one I've heard del)at(;~
in a variety of settings, over a number of years. The
ticipants are usually from different types of planetaria
(large, small, public school, university, municipal, etc.)
and their philosophies often reflect that of their
institution. More often, however, they're seeking a solution to the following question:

"Should our public shows be educational and/or
entertaining? Should the emphasis be primarily on
one aspect or the other? How do we achieve a balance between the two? "
The following responses, which represent the full
spectrum of facilities, are just the tip of
iceberg. If
you have an opinion to express, submit it to this editor,
at the address above, by October 1st.

*****
There is an old dispute on what
focus should
in a planetarium-to entertain or to
that is the
question. Whether it is nobler to fill the
with
amazement and wonder or to teach the facts about these
wonders... Some planetarians consider themselves to be
teachers, educating the public on astronomy and related
scientific subjects. Others consider themselves entertainers-artists/ film-makers/ directors of the highest order
-with a purpose or point to get across to the public:
science is interesting. I consider both sides of the coin to
be valid. We want to teach the public about science, but
they aren't going to listen or remember any of it unless
it is enjoyable. Similarly, they won't learn how stimulating and intriguing science is unless they learn more
about what science is; watching a show consisting
entirely of special effects will merely awe them, not provoke them to learn more. I believe that planetariums are
capable of being (and indeed must be) both entertaining
and educational.
Once one has accepted this, there remains the question of how we should present the science. Science is
based on observations and measurement; quasars and
red giants aren't simply "found", but are instead

mize this communication are where the debate must
start.

what maf(es pfanetariums unique
is tliat peopfe can go to tfiem aruf
feam a60ut astronomy in a way
offered 6y no otfier facility.
A key ingredient in successful teaching is generating
within the visitor the feeling of involvement and participation. This participation does not necessarily mean
being physically active, it can even be a physicallypassive, mentally-active process. Planetariums have a
head start in this process because their visitors sit
beneath the star-filled sky, which invites wonder and
excitement. It is at this point that entertainment fits in.
Learning can, and most would agree, should be pleasurable. If one can generate emotion or intellectual
involvement through music or silence, humor or sadness, mystery or exposition, then by all means exploit
these devices. They are all tools of the trade for a planetarium; means to an end. They are tools which can be
used to ensure that the visitor is receptive to communication.
Planetariums should not lose sight of the fact that
they are involved in education in its broadest sense (life
long learning as opposed to schooling) and entertainment is a legitimate and effective way to promote learning.
Robin A. Hirst, Director
H.V. McKay Planetarium
Melbourne, Australia
*****

We view our facility in Lafayette as primarily educational in nature, and as a local source of information
about astronomy and related subjects. As a result, we
have a strong preference for good, primarily educational programs over good, primarily entertainmentstyle programs.
One reason for this is that our audiences seem to
view their visits as basically educational. If they were
here only for entertainment, they probably wouldn't
hang around after programs asking questions. On the
other hand, a dull educational program is not going to
bring anyone back for a repeat visit, ultimately defeating our purpose.
I don't believe we have to decide between education
OR entertainment. It's more a question of effective versus ineffective presentations. Consider television programs on public broadcasting stations: while undoubtedly primarily educational in nature, many of the
programs are not only entertaining but actually
engrossing.
I'm not sure it's possible to make a program TOO
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educational. It can be too dull, but that's a matter
educapoor writing or topic selection. Simply
tional does not make a program good or MC]--trun
just one factor in the overall impression.
Humor can greatly enhance a program, but
if it
is handled well. The tone throughout the show must set
up the humor, something requiring
fine
seen
writing, narration, and audio backgrounds. I
many programs (excellent in other respects) that
through most of the presentation without overt "h .........A"~'"
only to throw in a one-liner or sight gag. No matter how
good the rest of the program is, the humor flops most
the time because the audience isn't prepared for it.
We generally have more success with humor in live
programs than in taped ones. Live shows give the
turer a chance to gauge the audience's mood
going out on the end of a humorous limb, allowing us
to reduce the number of times the program's humor
really bombs.
Actually, I think that a light or friendly touch to the
writing and narration, combined with well devellonro
background music, is more important than humor
this relaxes visitors, making them more receptive to
what is being presented.
Should a subject be handled lightly or in depth? I
think both approaches work. I'm not talking about
like "Hydroxyl Lines in the Interstellar Medium,"
there is surely room for more good, dynamic-and
entertaining-programs on such subjects as
space programs, stellar evolution, black holes, and other
popular topics described in the media. There are
excellent, commercially available programs
lightly on a variety of astronomical subjects. I find
more tightly focused program makes a nice cmmJ!:e
pace.
David E. Hostetter, Planetarium ,-".I.(I1l'''''
Lafayette Natural History Mtlsel11m
Lafayette, Louisiana
"9J'lO-\L'd

*****

How big a role should entertainment play in
planetarium shows?
The appropriateness of entertainment in a planetarium show is dependent upon the audience. Obviously,
a show to be presented to classes in a college planetarium has less need for entertainment than a
intended for families. Since the subject in question targets public shows specifically, this audience generally
an
consists of family oriented adults and children
ages and educational backgrounds.
It is difficult to target educational material for such a
wide ranging audience. We are all familiar
problems of having to assume how knowledgeable
audience is, how much information to present,
language to use. The usual compromise is what we all
know as the traditional "educational"
show.
This kind of show, if done well, is perfectly acc:epta41

ble. It's what planetarium
have come to
expect, and most people are satisfied. Let's say the show
works for perhaps 60% of the audience. The remaining
40% are young children, parents of young children,
some teenagers, and adults who are not particularly
interested in astronomy but who are there with someone else. These people probably won't go out of their
way to plan another trip to the planetarium. Of the 60%
who are satisfied, perhaps 10-15% of those win be
enthusiastic.
There are times when it is desirable to reach more
than 60%, to attract new audiences, and to generate
enthusiasm from a broader spectrum of the audience.
To achieve this goal, elements throughout the show
must have a universal appeal: to small children, to the
parent who wants a quality family experience, to grandparents, and to the adolescent raised on television. Education that is also entertaining is one of the best ways of
drawing in a larger share of the audience. It's impossible to reach everyone, but using an entertaining
approach, it's possible to raise the audience satisfaction
level to perhaps 90%.
There are lots of levels of "entertaining." A simple
star lecture can be entertaining if done with an engaging style. Humor can be included in any presentation.
People like to laugh. It relaxes them and makes learning
more fun. On the other end of the spectrum, beautiful
artwork and music, laser effects, an entertaining storyline interwoven with quality information win draw in
just about anyone. Even if parts of the presentation
don't appeal, other elements will be right on the money.
Let's face it, though. To teach well and be funny and
entertaining at the same time is a lot harder (and more
expensive!) than presenting a lecture. It's much riskier
to try an entertaining approach. A storyline or bad
humor is easier to fault than a lecture. And when an
entertaining show doesn't work, it usually doesn't work
in a big way. There's no question, however, that the risk
is worthwhile.

simulate a vast
cle for cmnrrmnlical tinlg
in ways that can be co]rn]::'relher\dE~d
If we choose to Pf()OllCe nr4"\ln'·~11I"\c;:.
view that we are
our audience
ourselves
own good, then we
where our audience has
An indication that
tion does not seem to
a cultural value is the
number of students who choose to continue
tion after high school. Because of this cultural
seems inadvisable to tell an audience that
going to be educated about
topic.
education
the
it!
Millions of citizens
their lives see'kInlg elnterta:lnnlenlt
visit our facilities with the eX1JectatJion
tained. It is
that we
Y'111I'4"\"Iinrio

"" ..... "'...."',.,."..h

has been to focus our "entertainment"
while
to

more enlterltailtlinlg .....
used to
on ~n"li1t-h·11"'I0"
from black holes to calendars to constellations.
~nnll,p were enthusiastic while the
of our audiences was
underwhelmed. We've now changed our
focus to offering information the general public can
.....""/-v1l ...... ""

1f'AI:'..... "'....,.,.'"

think that the art in what we do lies in achieving a balance between the two. I don't think there is any formula
to balance them. Rather, look for ways to include humor
as a vehicle to put the audience at ease with ~ complicated concept or to provide contrast. A sl?ge IS appr~
priate for a stand-up comedy act, but I think our audIences come seeking something more.
Kenneth Adams, Director
Schreder Planetarium
Redding, California

*****
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
3. Keep trying.
To educate means to lead. An educational show
attempts to lead the audience somewhere. It is necessary (but not sufficient) that to become educated by ~e
show the audience must not leave or faU asleep dunng
the p;ogram. Therefore, we must be clever in our effo,rt
to keep their attention. We can only hope that they wIll
follow where we lead and perhaps even see the same
conceptual landscape and agree with our viewpoint.
We need to ask more specific questions about where
we want to lead our public audiences in order to
describe the educational character of a show. "Entertaining" is more of an audience perce:rtion than an adjec~ive
that characterizes a show. I beheve that planetanum
programs should be "entertainingly educ~tional"~ but
the audience may need to see them as educational
entertainment" to be motivated sufficiently to attend.

technical or narrow in
large audience. If
week,
this is
depend on revenue
have to be more gerler,u,
esting to attract tens
sons.
Humor is a 'il"V\1IA1iPl"tnl tec~.hnlqtle
audience, to
down barriers to undelrstlncun:g.
or just to provide a retresrunl2:
Some people
no place in the np;:~vens.
groups, but clever
enhance
interest a prC)gt'aOl.
Every planetarium
a certain minil10mn
associated with its minimum
increased cost
activities such as science exJtuous,
star parties,
or
events. Events that do not geltler'ate
supported by
that
Public awareness
grams to
interest in science and ............ u.'v ......'M
may earn no
but if
leading a few more students into
the
all be the richer for
yet to come, and we
entertallmrlg
tarium
that are
by a
the
erate the revenue needed
ties.

We need to asf(more specific ques .
tions about where we want to read
pUb{ic audiences in order to
describe the educationa{
of asliow.
We need to know something about our audience and
what they expect to see in order to provide programs
they will find acceptable. Over time, the patrons win
select programs they like to see from whatever we offer,
and the programs win select the patrons who like to see
them. The patrons who regularly
our "laser light
shows" do not usually attend our "public shows", but
some do. The fonner shows are more "pure entertainment" and the latter more "educational". If our patrons
go out the door happy, feeling like they had a good
time, then they are more likely to spread the word and
may come back again.
"
Planetariums are centers for enhanang the pubbc
appreciation of science. Scientific words tend to stand
for whole sentences, and concepts require paragraphs of
interpretation for the layperson. Programs that are too

Human

Secretary's
Notepad
Gerald L. Mallon
IPS Executive Secretary
2D4 HawII Avenue
Norrilltown,
Pennllylvania 194D1

ence and post-conference tour. All participants were
treated to the utmost in Scandanavian hospitality and
left with many fond members of the conference
and the people who made it all happen. Thank
As part of the Conference proceedings the .hXE~U11ve
Council of the International Planetarium Society met on
July 15, 1990 to conduct the business of the society. During this meeting, members received updates on the
activities of the affiliates, progress reports on the various committees and task forces of the society, and information on the upcoming convention in Salt Lake
(1992). One important decision from this meetlflg

(Please see Secretary on page

"Murphy's Law" (if anything can go wrong, it will go
wrong and at the worst possible time) appears to be
dominating my life right now. Within the last few
weeks, my car's transmission died, my sewer line
blocked, and I had to have a new water line put in for
my house. None of these things however compare with
my disappointment at not being able to attend the IPS
'90 Conference in Borlange. As many of you know, I
have spent months preparing for the meeting and trying to anticipate needs that might come up during the
Council Meeting. In addition to the Council meeting, I
was also very much looking forward to participating in
the conference activities and seeing the beautiful sights
of Sweden, and Finland. Unfortunately, a problem
developed that I could not ignore or overcome in time. I
went to my doctor the week before the convention,
because of a fever, shortness of breath and cough,
which I admit I had been ignoring because of all the
other things that were happening. I am glad that I
didn't wait any longer because my problem was a case
of pneumonia. When I was told this, I immediately
thought of Jim Henson and his untimely death for failing to seek early medical attention. So a word of caution
to all you fellow workaholics; don't ignore your health!
It has to be a priority in your life, or you won't have a
life! As an update, let me mention that I am now doing
quite fine. I am over the illness without any residual
effects and back to work as usual.
Even though I was not able to attend the meeting, I
was given regular updates from Terence Murtagh via
telephone during the conference and so I would like to
offer you a few items of information. First, on behalf of
the Executive Council of the International Planetarium
Society, I would like to extend· our sincere appreciation
to the Dalamas Museum, and the other organizers of
the "IPS '90 Conference" for a most successful meeting.
A special note of thanks is offered to Lars Broman,
Anita Liepe, Mariana Back, Tytti Sutela, and Antti
Jannes for all of their hard work on behalf of the confer44
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Planetarium . .
has been
SD':lCe--·[lOlme at last.
rII."',,.. ...... ,·""..... that Hubble has
to wait
with "corrective
Dl(:tures we've been
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with a flat black finish. It's particularly useful when you
need to mold a mask around something-like a distortion or color wheel in front of a projector barrel, for
instance.
Incidentally, the same company also produces transparent sleeves in assorted colors to fit over 4-foot 0.2m) fluorescent light tubes. In our planetarium, the emergency exit opens into a stairwell fined with fluorescent
lights, and we use Oasis' cardinal red sleeves to produce
a more subdued effect should someone decide to leave
that way during a show. Again, one of many possible
uses.
Doubtlessly there are other sources of similar material. If you know of some, let me know and I'll include
them in a future column.

VenusHo!
With luck, as of this readml2
back the first
from the ........u'n...... " ........ sp,lcecran

Last spring, NASA's Education and Awareness
Branch sent out an initial list of organizations and individuals who responded to its query letter about "periodic communications on matters of common interest."
In his letter dated May 1, 1990, Branch Chief Raymond
R. Corey wrote that the primary intent was to "provide
a means to convey information on pertinent NASA programs, as well as other matters of selective interest, to
concerned educators, professional societies, science
museums, planetariums, and others involved in science
education and aerospace activities."
The first use of the list was to send out information
on a new NASA educational effort called "Space Oassroom," designed to "involve students and teachers in
the excitement of Space Shuttle science missions." The
first project, called "Assignment: The Stars," was to have
been held in conjunction with Columbia's Astro-l misa mission to study space using ultraviolet and xinstruments arrayed in the cargo bay of the shuttle.
project was to have included live lessons from
Columbia and the Astro-l control center, a teaCh(~r's
and slide presentation, and a post-flight videocourse, fuel leaks in Columbia grounded the mission, and as of this writing it has yet to fly. If Astro-l
has not yet flown as of this reading, you may wish to
contact one of the following NASA public affairs people
to learn the status of
"Space Classroom" project:
Terri Sindelar, NASA
Washington, D.C.
USA; 202-453-8400; Dave
Marshall Space
Center, Huntsville, Alabama USA; 205-544-6538;
Space Flight
GreenMaryland USA; 301-286-7277.
Another useful NASA service is NASA
a

Odd Bits
This summer, the Great Lakes Planetarium r" ...""",,-_.otion came out with its 1990 Vlnnpf·nNUffl !'}oltJ.rcebl)o/(.
wonderful little pUlJuc:atllon

producing so valuable a publication!
If you've seen a film presentation in one of the planetariums with Cinema-360 film systems, chances are
you've seen the Cinema-360, Inc. film liThe Space Shuttle: An American Adventure." It's an excellent 30minute documentary
award-winner, I
on the shuttle, taking the audience through a
mission from
activities to landing.
footage of the first untethered
sequences of the
of the late
and
views from the
0..4& ... 1\..11

........

"""" ........ Al' ...... ,

Now the film is available in 16mm film format, or
VHS or
UMATIC video cassette forInc., P.O.
exclusively from Zero G
Box 24482, Jackson, Mississippi 39225 USA. The order
I received lists the following unit costs: 16mm,
$350.00; 1/2-inch VHS, $29.00; and 3/4-inch UMATIC,
$55.00. But an added notice indicates that Zero G is
making VHS copies available for $19.00 per copy, with
quantity discounts available for 25 or more copies. A
good item to stock, this.
I've received (and so probably have you) a mailing
from DSC Laboratories advertising its series of precision 35mm soft-edged slide masks caned "Fuzzies." As
near as I can tell, they seem similar to Wess soft-edged
masks with some additional choices-including some
rectangular shapes I've been after for some time. Also
included in the mailing was a semi-promotional, tipfilled newsletter called Labletter put out by the company. If you haven't received such a packet but would
like to, contact Patricia Corley, Vice President, DSC
Laboratories, 3565 Nashua Drive, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L4V 1R1; 416-673-3211, fax 416-673-0929.
Loch Ness Productions, P.O. Box 3023, Boulder, Colorado 80307 USA; 303-455-0611, fax 303-455-1742 has
reissued its 1989-90 catalog with inserts advertising its
latest catalog additions. Added are the program "The
Voyager Encounters," the short program "Voyager at
Neptune," a new music "back-pack," and assorted
slides. New programs in the development stage include
"Larry, Cat in Space," about a feline moon trip; 'To Alter
Worlds," about climatology and terraforming, and a
sequel to "All Systems Go!' that will look at the next 25
years in space. Again, if you haven't got the mailing,
contact Nessie at the above address for the information.
A further item of interest concerning Loch Ness is
that it has entered into an agreement with Sky-Skan,
Inc. concerning show production. Under the agreement,
Sky-Skan is providing Loch Ness with its SPICE automation system for use in program development. Ness in
tum win use the system to produce SPICE programming cue/data files and notes for current and future
productions, and win make those files available on
floppy disk to all SPICE-automated planetariums that
own or purchase Ness productions. According to a
Loch Ness press release, its current show list should be
SPICED by this fall.
For more information, contact Loch Ness, or Sky48

The III" in IPS

Although this column was prepared
IPS conference in BorHinge, Sweden, I found sornethiI1lg
new there that cried out for immediate inclusion
my return-namely that the HI" in IPS has never
larger or more vital than it was in BorUinge.
This was the first IPS conference I can remember
where American delegates were in the minority and
where other countries were represented in such
numbers. It made for a balanced and truly interrlattonal
conference, with an invigorating exchange of ideas and
ideals, philosophies and techniques. Here's hoping that
the organization continues to grow as a global community of lovers of the stars, and that the exchanges continue.
One way that exchange can continue between conferences is through publications like The Planetarian and
through columns like this one. The BorIange cO):uerer\ce
dearly demonstrates that new, exciting. and innovative
things are happening everywhere, and I'd especially
like to encourage planetarians and organizations outside the United States to contribute their ideas, and
information on products, programs, and techniques to
this column and others. You have much to share that is
of benefit and interest to your colleagues
the
world. Please consider it!
Next time: several new things brought back
conference. Until then ... what's new?

the

a

Doubt is not a very agreeable status, but certainty is a
lous one.
-Voltaire
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• Projectors to

all

and applications

•

• Spare parts from Seiler Instrument
• JENA factory trained Seiler technicians at Seiler Instrument

Call Pearl Reilly at

1- 00-444-7952 for additional information

~EILEabRout JENA projectors and accessory items.
170 E. Kirkham Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282

INS T RUM E N T

1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637

BIRTHPLACE OF
MODERN OPTICS

Laura Kyro,
McDonnell Star Theater
5100 Cayton Road, Forest
St. Louis, Missouri
314-289-4456
314-289-4440 fax
LOOKING FOR

IN ALL THE
PDj~D1"'''-Dn

We have a backlog of fine books of all shapes (mostly
rectangular), sizes, and lengths, just waiting for you.
Call, write, or fax today to have one of these books
in your library. And only for the cost of a review!

Can

Loch Ness

As planetarians we're
sources of information about
astronomy-oriented. Wouldn't it
at
couple of handy
you maintain that aura of in1'aulblU~r{
two such books have crossed
aeSK-for Aerospace Education (ISBN U'""7U","'J700-Ur- ~
Paul Rossie, Director
the
Edlucaltional
Development Program; and
(ISBN 0-679-72038-3), edited
lished by Vintage Books \KCllna,om
Rossie's book is an n"l-O'Y'nllJ>7t-11
Aerospace
started as a \"''-'"''\''''.'''''''''''

pass it up?

Proprietor: Laura Kyro
Offer void in Zandagondawandaland and in the state of flux.

1 got your attention, didn't I?

The above is a facetious yet earnest call for some
new reviewers for this column. I've been fortunate to
have a number of extremely competent and reliable persons who regularly contribute, but 1 have recently garnered a large number of new books on various topics in
astronomy, physics, and space science which are crying
out for a review.
1 would appreciate being contacted by those of you
who might wish to submit a critique. 1 gladly accept
reviews of any books you read which would be of interest to your planetarian colleagues, or you can contact
me by mail, phone, or fax (see masthead) and I'll give
you a choice of the many books I have available. Send
me your review, and the book is yours.
I look forward to hearing from you.
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The Air and Space '-KI'.... ~V"'.
Everything In The Universe
bills itself as "an InCUS1JeflsaOle

interested in the sciences of the sky." It is a very comprehensive large-size paperback book, divided into four
sections: astronomy, weather, aviation, and space flight.
Planetaria rate a special section under astronomy, and I
read that section with more than a little interest. Along
with a short history of planetaria, the editor focuses on
such stalwarts in the business as Adler, Fels, Reuben H.
Fleet, the McDonnell Star Theater, Alberta Science Centre/Centennial Planetarium, Edmonton, Hansen, and
others. A selected list of facilities in the 50 states follows, and looks as though it were taken verbatim from
the IPS Directory.
There are a number of typos and mistakes in the
planetarium listing, and in particular, under Astronomy-Related Organizations the International Planetarium Society is listed with an incorrect permanent
address and phone number. (Apparently none of the
IPS officers were contacted for the production of this
volume-so one wonders where the author got his
information ... ) Many large planetarium facilities are
listed as being purveyors of "excellent shows" while
other, and sometimes smaller places, are merely listed.
The book has listings for astronomy software distributors, bulletin boards, and just plain "astronomy stuff'.
This attention to details repeats itself throughout the
book, where under "Aviation," for instance, there are
pages devoted to kiting, boomerangs, ballooning, skydiving, hangliding and soaring. These are in addition to
the usual lists of sources for model airplanes, rockets,
books, museums, charts, and flight simulators. If Space
Societies are your bag, there's a list of them as well.
Some of the most entertaining reading comes under
the Space Flight section. There's a peek at "How NASA
Works," and a brief summary of space exploration
before the '90's. "Space Camps" come in for their share
of listing-and for anyone who has the urge to be an
astronaut for a week or so, there's a place for you somewhere in one of these camps! Be aware, however, that
the author has apparently combined the listings for the
Huntsville Space Camp and the Kennedy Space Center
camp-and the resulting amalgamation of services/
sources is confusing.
Throughout the book, the author makes value judgements on the usefulness of products, programs, shows,
films, etc. This is a useful feature--but in the case of the
ratings of facilities by their planetarium shows-some
of the judgements seem arbitrary, leading one to wonder what the author's criteria were. The book is apparently an attempt to assemble a guide to materials that
have never before been assembled together between
two covers-and the author largely succeeds, despite
little recurring errors throughout. Apparently there will
be another reprint, and hopefully a chance to fix some
of the more obvious errors.
Both of these books deserve a spot on your shelf, and
preferably close to the phone. And, both books are
actively seeking input from their readers, in the form of
updates and tips on new sources of information in
space and astronomy education.
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Alice and the Space Telescope,
Longair, The Johns Hopkins
Press, Baltimore, MD, 1989
Reviewed by April S. Whitt, Adler
cago, IL 60605
This book is actually two volumes in one.
Volume one is an absolutely delightful de:scrilptjlon
the Hubble Space Telescope-from its design, to what
its mission was supposed to be-in the style of
Wonderland (right down to some of Sir John ·""......... ,.,.11·""
illustrations). Longair uses Humpty Dumpty, Tweedledee and Tweedledum, and "the odd tove with a SDalnn4~r
in his hand" to guide Alice (and the reader)
the
technology of the telescope and some modem astronomy. As a textbook, this is some nearly-painless receiving of information.
''Part Two: Annotations" is the second volume, and
gives more in-depth information, masses of
and more diagrams and illustrations. It, too, is a textbook of merit, adeptly dealing with such diverse
as active galactic nuclei, black holes, the
medium, and problems in cosmology.
I suspect that I enjoyed. this Alice so much because of
my familiarity with the Wonderland version. The cleverness of the parody poems and the shrewd use of characters to introduce and explain topics made me look
ward to reading each chapter. (I know I drove
husband half crazy about the tenth time I said, 'Tve
GOT to read this part to you. Listen to this ... If)
The sad side is that for all the eager expectation
erated by NASA and this volume, the Hubble plague of
problems seems even worse after reading this book. The
White Knight's shining vision of "dedicated. scientists
pushing back the frontiers of technology to tackle old
problems in new ways" has so far been shaken and
fuzzily realized, and it may be years before
scope's potential becomes useable.

dJ

Faces, The Magazine About People,

by Cobblestone Publishing, in cooperation
with the American Museum of Natural History, New York. While most of the issues
appear to be anthropology-oriented, Volume
Number VII, April 1988 is entitled "Stargazing",
Information provided by April S. Whitt, Adler
tarium
This issue is fined. with stories and pictures from different cultures which depict the sky as seen
around the world. Articles describe stargazing by
ancient Greeks and today's Pacific Islander navigators.
One of the most lucid descriptions of
and
Astronomy: Twins that Grew Apart" makes
worth having for that article alone. Games, puzzles, and
a recipe for "Star Spangled Salad" round out the issue.
The magazine is aimed at the 8--12 year-old set.
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THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE UNIVERSE

galaxies which emitted their light when the Universe was about half its,
present age. The words of her professor came back to her: "Every deep-sky
picture taken with the Space Telescope will be an image of the Universe in the
distant past and not a picture of the Universe as it is now"[:3].
Alice peered round the door and there were some of her old friends talking
about galaxies. 'rhe Mad Hatter, the March Hare, and the Dormouse were
taking tea with bread and butter much as before[ 4]. Alice did not wait for
any formal introductions but said, "I am afraid I'm in a bit of a hurry with
my essays so could you please tell me what you think are the most important
things which the Space Telescope will achieve in the study of galaxies 1"
The Mad Hatter said excitedly, "Excellent! I.. et's play riddles! Well, you
begin and then we ask you."

Alice thought for a moment and then said, "What parameters define the
properties of a galaxy besides its mass 'I" She remembered that this was a
rather interesting idea which may simplify many problems of the astrophysics of galaxies[ 5]. It may be that what distinguishes galaxies of different types is simply the environment in which they are located. It is an
intriguing idea which needs much more study. It certainly seemed a good
opening question for the riddles.
"That's not very funny," said the March Hare. "Ask us another!"
"What are the dynamical properties of the stars in the elliptical galaxies 1"
said Alice. She remembered the remarkably beautiful work which had been
done to show that the stars in galaxies do not behave at all like the particles in
an ordinary gas( 6]; they behave more or less independently of one another
and are only influenced by the gravitational field of the galaxy as a whole.

[49]

Alice and the Space Telescope, by Malcolm Longair, page 49.
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Back issues are kept in stock for giftshops and bookstores to choose individual issues for resale. Quantity
discounts are available. For more information, contact:
Manuela Meier, Cobblestone Publishing, Inc. 30 Grove
Street, Peterborough, NH 03458, (603) 924-7209
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Physics and Psychics: The Search for a World
Beyond the Senses, by Victor J. Stenger, Pro-

metheus Books, 700 East Amherst Street,
Buffalo, NY 14215, 323 pages, cloth bound.
ISBN 0-87975-575-X
Reviewed by Thomas W. Hocking, Morehead Planetarium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC
27599-3480
If you are looking for a summary of available literature in the field of scientific investigation of psychic
phenomena, this volume is a great starting point. With
the liberal application of Occam's razor (so much so,
that some New Age believers may accuse Stenger of
writing a 'slasher' book), Stenger seeks to explain the
apparently supernatural (paying particular attention to
some phenomena of the New Age movement) by
employing natural, physical means grounded in scientific theory.
The au thor is a professor of physics and astronomy
at the University of Hawaii. He is deputy director of the
Deep Undersea Muon and Neutrino project
(DUMAND), and is involved in research into very high
gamma ray astronomy. Stenger draws upon his background in physics and effectively uses the discoveries of
recent years (such as supernova 1987a) as foils to show
why the universe is not necessarily the product of, nor
environment for, supernatural forces.
That Stenger has written a skeptical work about
supernatural and psychic phenomena is not surprising.
It is also no shock that the bibliography would make
(for some) the ideal bookshelf for prospective members
of the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of
Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP). The really vital
characteristic of Physics and Psychics for this reviewer is
the class with which the arguments are presented. It is
possible (perhaps likely), even upon careful reading,
that a dyed-in-the- wool adherent to principles calling
for requisite supernatural origin of the physical universe will not be swayed by Stenger's arguments. It may
be possible, though, for such a person to at least understand the basis for Stenger's skepticism and the reasons
for it.
Physics and Psychics is perhaps best described as the
antithesis of Fri~of Capra's book, The Tao of Physics. In
that work, it is asserted that twentieth-century science
has corroborated millennia- old Eastern mystical beliefs.
Stenger is blunt when he states: "The supernatural has
been a yoke on the neck of humanity since we first
began to think and dream."
Some of the most profound ideas in Physics and Psychics comes early on:
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Accepted scientific theories are usually
can come up with, those having the fewest assumpticms,
our current understanding of the particles
nature, no fundamental hypotheses are needed
Standard Model (the existing theory of the basic nature
matter -Ed) . ...
The use of Occam's razor, along with the related
skeptical view toward any speculations about eh umrnOiwn.
perhaps the most misunderstood aspect of the
method. People confuse doubt with denial. Science
deny anything, but it doubts everything not required
data. Note, hOiWever, that doubt does not ne(~essanlfll
rejection, just an attitude of disbelief that can be chiJ:n{lj~
when the facts require it.
If what I write here survives into the next
new mysteries are uncovered in the interim (as they Una01<ll1ledly will be) I can just imagine critics pointing to me as
another of those closed-minded scientists who always
they have all the answers. Let me try to make it as clear as
possibly can: We do not have all the answers. Rather, we currently have no questions-at least no questions about
damental nature of matter forced upon us by observations
the real world that threaten the Standard Model.
Certainly we have many practical questions, fheloreilcal
questions, and speculation, but nothing in the data gathered
by our finest instruments yet points toward hypotheses
would diverge from the Standard Model. The situation is not
likely remain. Surely new anomalies will be found. Anomntltes
are fun; they are welcomed with open arms by research scientists because they give us interesting problems to solve.
The new anomalies, when they are found, will Unll:oub'tedly result in the rejection of the current Standard
Possibly they will even lead us to revoke the 'H1In,~priIJIi,~f
reductionist, and quantum mechanistic view of the
rww works so well. But if this happens, it will be bealuse
empirical evidence demands it, not simply because of
philosophizing or wishful fantasies based on the SU'l,ers:titious
beliefs of the prescientific age.
I

Even if you don't buy into the mind-set that ~ten{!(~r
has, the book fulfills one of the primary missions an
author-it spurs the reader to think.

Nightwatch: An Equinox Guide to
Universe, by Terence Dickinson,
House/Harrowsmith, (updated) 1989, 160
pages, $24.95. ISBN Q..920656-89-7
Reviewed by Laura L. Kyro, St. Louis Science
we
Those of us in the Planetarium field know
are looked upon as sources of all knowledge-so
do you say when you're asked: 'What book can I
which will tell me all about the sky and how to
telescope?" Instead of tendering a puzzled ....""'..........,,""""'......
and a mumbled "Duh.. ?" you can feel
in
brightly answering, "Why, you want Nightwatch, by
53

Terence Dickinson!"

Nightwatch: An Equinox Guide to Viewing the Universe
is an excellent all-purpose resource for those with minimal (or even not so minimal) knowledge of "what's up
there, and how to see it". Although the book was first
printed in 1983, it has undergone yearly minor revisions, and a major revision and update in 1989. (I've
never seen any of the previous versions, so I can't comment on the quality of the revisions.) The author, Terence Dickinson, notes that "extensive fine tuning and
updating have touched almost every page," but that his
most major change was, "a replacement of all professional observatory photographs with amateur photographs." Without being able to compare these new
plates to those he removed, I can say that they are beautiful, and may be an encouragement to aspiring astronomical photographers.
The book begins with a quick "Powers of 10" universal overview before getting 'up close and personal' on
the Milky Way galaxy and our place within it. Subsequent chapters give basic observing information and
guides (with some illustrations by Vic Costanzo, artist
with the Strasenburgh Planetarium), explanations of
solar and lunar eclipses, meteor and comet observing
tips, dual sky maps (one of each pair with a visual
depiction of the stars alone, and the other with constellation line drawings and helpful 'star- hopping' hints),
and detailed deep-sky object finder charts. In order to
facilitate the (softcover) book's use outside on the job, it
has a spiral spine which allows for easy (albeit heavy)
holding and folding back of the pages.

.

telescope buyer win enter into the battle weu-armea.
Dickinson's friendly style in Nightwatch is not
know more than you, ha ha. tone I have found in
books of this type. More than once he mentions his
as
early fascination with the sky
first constellation) in a manner to which
who found our way into the planetarium field ttU'OU2;h
amateur astronomy may relate. His
is
with a heartfelt concern about the devastating effects
light pollution on both amateur and
observing. He quotes an estimate that nl~~htltirr\e
ing "has quadrupled in overall intensity every dec~adle
since 1960," and predicts that, "In the 21st
and aC(~eDted
sky preservation will be a
of environmental protection." We can only
but can we wait that long?
So if you want to recommend a book to those
patrons whose interest in aU things
piqued by your sky shows, or to your book store
chaser, you would do well by mentioning Nl~'htlwa~:ch.
tI

REVIEWING ASTRONOMY TEXTS:
AN ODD COUPLE
Reviews by Christine M. Brunello, Planetarium
Intern at the Morehead Planetarium, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3480
The following two books come together as a set for
college astronomy course instructors:

Astronomy: A Journey into Science, Karl F .
Kuhn, West Publishing Co., St.
$46.25,754 pages. ISBN 0-314-07009-3

EARTH MOTION

West's Great Ideas for '1'eacIW1€l
sultants Karl F. Kuhn,
Winkler. West Publishing
ISBN 0-314-52489-4

A.c;trlJnnmU

At first impression, Astronomy: A Journey into
seems to be everything one could wish for in an astronomy text. Nice colorful diagrams are found thl'oU2;h4[mt
the book, making it visually appealing. There are
tized and bold-face vocabulary words, and the
glossary, index, and appendices fined with data.
The sections on astronomical/science
much more thorough than most
(Ptolemy, Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, etc.) are diSicussed
along with their influences on modern
Unfortunately, no information is
on the astronomy of non-traditional cultures, such as the
ans, Egyptians, Chinese, or Mayans. Fewer cru:lpters
spent on the solar system than the
text (only four), but each is almost
are SOIT\e interesting sidelines: fiction,
power, the Hubble Space
meteors, astrology, and more.
.;;l>f."A'Y'''''A

illustration by Victor Costanzo

In the center of the book are two chapters which
extensively discuss the operation, merits of owning, and
considerations to heed, when buying a telescope. Dickinson begins by stressing the all-purpose utility and
advantages of purchasing a pair of binoculars instead of
a telescope (a feather in his cap, as far as I'm concerned),
but then gets into enough nitty-gritty that a potential

suggested which might be useful as assignments or as
activities for a small class. The rest is relatively standard: physical mechanics, planetary exploration, physics of light, telescopes, stellar properties, evolution of
stars, stellar deaths (black holes, neutron stars, supernovae, white dwarfs), galaxies, cosmology, and relativity.
Although some of the concepts may be difficult, the
book is written at an advanced high school level. There
are very few scattered equations and calculations (nothing beyond pre- calculus), and the advanced sciencemajor student in college may not be challenged. For an
introductory college course, however (or even senior
high school), this text is stimulating without being too
frightening for the mathematically-hesitant student. It
may also make a nice reference book for astronomy
teachers in general.
No one would be able to cover the entire book in one
semester, and possibly not even in two. Perhaps it
should be used for two semesters of courses, dividing
the line between simple concepts and history, and stellar evolution, cosmology, and relativity.
Some of the suggestions in West's Great Ideas for
Teaching Astronomy are useful, a few are entertaining,
some are impractical (depending on the size and age
level of your class), and many of them you have
undoubtedly thought of or seen in past experience.
Since the text accompanying them is geared towards the
college level, you would expect the activities to be used
in a typical college lecture class (between 30 and 300
students); however, many of these activities cannot be
done in large classes, and some are simply too juvenile
for college students (but might be useful in grade
schooD.
One glaring inconsistency (hopefully) obvious to
most science teachers will be the first chapter, which is
reportedly devoted to "The Methods of Science (and
Pseudoscience)" but actually consists entirely of one
activity on astrology (or "Horoscopy", as the author put
it). Even more upsetting, the activity only teaches the
students how to develop their own horoscope, making
no attempt to teach them of the origin of astrology, the
difference between astrology and astronomy, or why
astrology is not a valid science. As the author of that
section wrote, "Instead of commenting on the validity of
the process, I describe it and let the students draw their
own conclusions." No real astronomy is included in this
section-merely the "qualities" of various "signs" and
"planets" and how to tell which "house" the planets are
in and whether they are "harmonious". In the back of
the book, under miscellaneous, are suggestions by other
authors on "confronting pseudoscience" and "science
and pseudoscience"; it is puzzling that these were not
included in the first chapter.
Not worth buying alone, the redeeming factor of this
book is that it is free with the adoption of the Astronomy
text. It may be more useful to your closest junior high/
high school physical sciences teacher.
0
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(Universe, continued from
minor changes, also serve as the basis for a "'V.,A~~'~
introductory descriptive astronomy course. For these
non-technical students the problems and goals a science perspective course are similar to those pr(.bl€~ms
encountered in a high school curriculum.
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Astronomy Day
April 20, 1991
Sponsored by 113 astronomy and astronomy iIOU'1I1'U"~_
tion organizations, this international event serves
sands of people in a variety of ways. Each local area
hosts and plans a variety of special activities.
To aid in planning for 1991, the Astronomical ........"..Fi ...L~
has published a 120-page handbook for orS!~anizaltioIls
wishing to host special Astronomy Day events.
booklet cost is $7.00 within the United States; OUltsldle
the United States add $1.00 for surface mail or $3.00
air mail. Make checks payable to the Astronomical
League in U.S. dollars. Order from
Astronomy Day Coordinator, c/o Chaffee PlaneltariluDrl.,
54 Jefferson S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503.
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REGIONAL
ROUNDUP
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 243-4034
fax (304) 243-4070
CompuServe - 72467,2051
Many thanks to all of you who contributed to this
quarter's edition of Regional Roundup. I had an opportunity to talk to many people at the IPS Conference in
Sweden and I am optimistic that the Regional Roundup
column will be of more service to the IPS membership.
I am constantly looking for material from any of the
IPS affiliates concerning interesting news from planetariums in their respective regions that you would like to
share with your colleagues. You do not have to be a
regional newsletter to send me material. If you want
something in Regional Roundup that you want others
to know about, please feel free to send it to me at the
above address.
The FINAL deadline for submissions into Regional
Roundup for the next edition of The Planetarian is Monday, October 15, 1990. Please mark your calendars
accordingly.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
AMPAC's newly elected officers for 1990-1992,
began their terms at the Fifteenth General AMPAC
meeting. Names of the elected officials were published
in the December 1989 issue of The Planetarian.
Public awareness and educational advise programs
regarding the July 11 th, 1991 total solar eclipse are
being prepared by AMP AC members, other Astronomy
Research Institutions and amateur astronomical societies. Since the eclipse will be viewed as total in a large
portion of Mexico, special precautions and recommendations will be given to the public attending the planetarium events and to mass communications media.
BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No Report. Martin Ratcliff, representative.
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No Report. Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)
The June 15th issue of the GLPA Newsletter was the
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last edition to be printed at the Elgin Observatory and
Planetarium. Long time GLPA publisher, Nancy Franklin retired from the planetarium field in June and will
be missed by all. Nancy served as printer/publisher for
GLPA for the past 17 years. She has served under two
planetarium directors (Don Tuttle and Gary Kutina), ten
GLP A Presidents, and five Newsletter Editors!!
was presented an award of recognition for her
years of service to GLPA during the annual conference
in Champaign, Illinois last fall. (Editor'S note: This
son deserves the Medal of Honor, Purple Heart
Distinguished Service Award as well!!) Congratulations
Nancy!
The Cernan Earth and Space Center of Triton College, River Grove, Illinois recently installed a new
LASER system and opened their new LASER season
with High Voltage Dreams, featuring the music
Led
Zeppelin.
The Henry Crown Space Center recently opened
new exhibit that shows live NASA video on a
screen color monitor. When live images are not available, the monitor displays pre-recorded images
recent
shuttle activities or NASA videotapes.
Illinois planetariums held their state meeting at
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium last April.
The Merrillville Community Planetarium,
ville, Indiana recently expanded their Sky Skan SPICE
automation this past July.
Dayle Brown has left the Hudson Lake hlE~m«~nt,arv
School and will be going on the road with her
acquired StarLab planetarium to school "".. 'cf-a...."\c
throughout northern Indiana. Her new venture is called
Pegasus Productions.
The Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan
will break ground for a new public museum and
tarium in late 1991 or early 1992. The new
house a 50-foot dome and ei ther a Minolta or
star instrument.
The Michigan state meeting was held at the
way Planetarium in Flint last April.
The University of Wisconsin-La Cross Planetarium is
being remodeled this summer. New carpeting, seats
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and some equipment will be installed before the start of
the fall quarter.
The Ohio planetariums held their state meeting at
the Ritter Planetarium in Toledo, Ohio at the end of
April.
Jon Marshall of the Strongsville High School Planetarium has officially retired. Jon is a charter member of
GLPA.
GLPA has added six new members to their roster,
bringing the membership total to a record 256! The new
members are: Sheryl Braile of the Burtsfield Elementary
School, West Lafayette, Indiana; Diann Robinson of the
St. Boniface School, Lafayette, Indiana; Cindy Sleezer of
the Freeport School District 145, Freeport, Ohio; L.B.
Dawson of the Navarro County Educational FoundaCorsicana, Texas; Van Pierce of the Floyd Central
H.S. Planetarium, New Albany, Indiana; and Forrest
Pearson of CESA #10, Eau Oaire, Wisconsin.
The 1990 GLPA conference will be held at the Indianapolis Children's Museum, October 10-13. This conference will mark the 25th anniversary of GLPA and many
exciting events are being planned. For additional information contact the conference hostess, Sharon Parker at
The Children's Museum Spacequest Planetarium, P.O.
Box 3000, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
The 1991 GLPA conference will be held at the
Youngstown State University Planetarium in Youngstown, Ohio. The conference hosts will be Warren
Ted Pedas and Richard Pirko.
members Dennis Brinkman, Rod Thompson
and Gary Tomlinson have been chosen as 3 of 33 people
selected to attend the project SPICA workshop. SPICA
is an NSF funded astronomy resource teacher training
SPICA is administered by project STAR at the
anrar~j-~~mlth~;onjan Center for Astrophysics. The goal
is to set
a network of resource teachers across the
",....'Inh.. , to train other teachers.

ITAUAN PLANETARIA'S FRIENDS

As of the
AADP census, the total
Italian planetariums stands at 55. This
currently under construction. Several of
that have just OP4~ne~
These school
COIl.ta1.n
ments. There are 4 of these in M()ae~na
2 Aus
under a 10 meter
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM
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The 1990 GPPA Conference is set for October 25-27
at the Kansas
and
Kansas.
and if
be reached at:
Kansas Cosmosphere and
sight of a new NASA ,L"'.... J"" ..
Center. The Resource Center
...,A ....U

earth sdafter
their own schools.
the Lawrence Hall of Science staff
......."'."'...,...... i- a 3-week wor.lQ;hol'P
5CU;!n(:e education. Lawrence
New York Hall
have

nUln~~r

8-volume series, Planetarium Activities for Student Success, available from the Lawrence Hall of Science or
from Learning Technologies Inc.
In September the Southworth Planetarium at the
University of Southern Maine, Portland, will install a
Spice/Nutmeg automation system from Sky Skan.
Laura Deines, Planetarium Associate has left the
Southworth Planetarium to become an intern at the
Hayden Planetarium in New York. Peter Bugler is now
the planetarium associate.
NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (NPA)
The 1990 NPA meeting will be held October 26-28 at
the Museum of Natural History and the Slottsskogen
Public Library in Goteborg, Sweden. The host of the
meeting will be Claes Goran Carlsson.
The 1990 IPS Conference recently held in BorUinge,
Sweden was a resounding success. Lars Broman, Marianna Back and all of their staff did an outstanding job in
hosting the conference. IPS '90 was truly an international event with more than 20 nations represented. A
New IPS affiliate was inducted into the organization.
They are the Association of French Speaking Planetaria.
Welcome aboard! We welcome any news and ideas
from your region. A couple of other nations are considering IPS affiliation in the near future.
The IPS Conference had many excellent paper and
workshop sessions. The conference tours were equally
outstanding and were appreciated by all. The meals
were incredible and numerous. Many excellent speakers
were in attendance for the conference. They included:
Dainis Dravins of the Lund Observatory, Sweden; Richard West of the European Southern Observatory;
Georgij Grechko, former Soviet Cosmonaut, and Tycho
Brahe, who did an excellent impersonation of Franck
Pettersen of Troms0, Norway.
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (PPA)
The Fall 1990 conference of the Pacific Planetarium
Association will be held October 18-21 at the Oregon
Museum of Science and Industry (OMS!) in Portland,
Oregon. For additional information, contact Jan Paul
Dabrowski at the Kendall Planetarium, O.M.S.I., 4015
W. Canyon Road, Portland, Oregon 997221.
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
No Report. Ian McGregor, representative.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION(RMPA)
The 1991 RMPA conference is scheduled to be held
at the Taylor Planetarium and the Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana sometime during the fall. For
additional information, contact Jim Manning, conference host at the Taylor Planetarium, Museum of the

Rockies, Montana State University, Ho:rernaltl., Montana
59717.
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No report. Dave Hostetter, representative.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(SWAP)
New SWAP officers were elected for two
at the last meeting held this past
in
They are: President, Linda Irhy from Science
Richland College Cosmic Theater; lce-l')'eSlloent,
Rusk of Mesquite Schools District; ~:retary
Donna Favour of the Richardson
Plane'tarjiul1tl.;
Newsletter Editor, Charles Hemann of the ULAR Planetarium; and IPS Representative, Donna Pierce of the
Highland Park Planetarium. Board Members are: Robert Wollman of the Richard King H.S. Planetarium and
Wendi Cowger of the Kirkpatrick Planetarium.
SW AP awarded it's prestigious M. Rich Calvird
Award for outstanding professionalism and service to
the planetarium field to Paul R. Engle (retired) of the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
The 1991 SWAP conference will be held at the Don
Harrington Discovery Center in Amarillo, Texas
tember 27-29. The conference host will be Steven
o
ney.

(Secretary, continued from page
concerns the location for the 1994 Convention of IPS.
Two excellent proposals were submitted, one from
Mike Hutton representing the Astronaut Memorial Han
and the other from Jan Dabrowski from the
Museum of Science and Industry. After discussion,
difficult decision was made by Council to award the
convention to the Astronaut Memorial Han, Brevard
Community College, Cocoa, Florida. A special note of
appreciation is extended to Jan Dabrowski and his staff
for their proposal and to Mike Hutton and his staff for
the work that now lies ahead.
In review, from all reports this was an eXCltU1lg
productive Council meeting and Convention. In
columns, I will attempt to detail some of the other decisessions and plans that developed as a result of
sion. All IPS members though are reminded to contact
their Affiliate Representatives directly, to check on the
meeting, and to express your thoughts on the issues.
Finally, taking the lead from our President Terence
Murtagh, below you'll find a photograph of
(your Secretary). Since many people from
may only know me from the articles that appear in
Planetarian, rather than from personal
thought that it would be appropriate for you to see me
in my natural environment (the Methacton
District Planetarium).
0

Minolta stands alone as the worlds leading producer of high-quality,
accurate and affordable planetariums for every budget and size installation.
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide '''''''' "'n-""",,,; brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

coverage

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
pOSition as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary pOSitions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens • Sound systems • Control systems
• Laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

The

movement in art
of the
nature of
and to be
to be able to control
Imag(~S onto
dome. If a director de!,lres.
lesson could also be
UUOl"Incltlon on stellar
and how
av~"\ln'l'o the universe.
any
this
ovf-roV'nol"
worthwhile addition for
I"',..." ............ to demonstrate the
Ultl-dlSClplln,lry nature of
and how science is
different subjects and topics.
an excellent lab activity for stuscience class. Readers are
this lesson
their students and to comhave
municate
reactions to Peter. If
Hons or wish to
the lesson
contact him at the address
below. Also, if a list of the
visuals that are
in the lesson would be
to
you, I'm sure that Peter
be happy to
copy. And finally, as always,
consider sut)ml.tting some of your favorite lessons for publication in this
column. We will all
from this shared communication.
the
for submission at the end of
this article.)
ad'"anlta~~e

'1"'11"C'C01">*"
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A Planetarium Lesson by
Peter K. DetterHne
High East Center
2.020 Big Road

Gilbertsville, Pennsylvania 19525

Materials:

Dance
Renoir: Dance at
See comlist at end of
•
effect.
Bare
bulb on dimmer. Diffraction ,F,A~"U"",F,"'"
for all students.*
A
POlniter
AA .... ""' ....... ,F,AU

Set the planetanlum
the sun low in the
art frames and COITes.oo:ndiing
Effect"
with slides of pru.nting:s)
use. The earth

n1"/""'~"'tn'I"C

convenient
reset and
Presentation: Welcome the class to
and
the
of the

an eX,lm·ple
of an event from the
asked
to teU them
plametaf1mnn. How
l.n"""",,,.,, "' ..... ""
sunset
share
descrlvtlO{lS are
in the room. you were asked
would end up with different
mt)re:;sic~ni5im, the artist would make a
sunset
and
tht"l"Atnr'lO would
to . . "" ...,h ..~a
second of that
event on canvas.
that event was relJreSe1rl.ted
also different for the lmpn~SSllo:nllstlC
"inlpI'e~)io:ns"
.. .,."" .... 141'"

f.""

Woman with a Parasol-Madame Monet and Her Son; Claude Monet; National Gallery

of Art, Washington; Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon.
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combined color will be?
student answers and
then
Notice the
color that
make when combined. Now what do you think we
have when we add a green circle and a red circle? Or a
and a blue circle? Notice what happens
we combine all three. (The point of overlap is
white.) Scientists use different colors to bring out
details that
be hard to distinguish under "normal"
light. (Discuss
use of
in science using examples
such as: satellite imagery, photometry, spectroscopy,
Next let's see how the color of light can effect what
we see. Watch this globe of the earth. Under "normal"
light conditions, the oceans are blue and the land areas
and brown. Now what happens when we
are
view under blue light? (Use the slide projector with
different colored circles of light. Repeat using different
colors. Have students predict the different colors that
areas of the globe will tum under each additional filter.)
Now that you have this background in light and
color, let's discuss how the Impressionist artist could
attempt to recreate the desired impression on canvas. In
color is represented by pigments, not by wavelengtflS of light, and when the pigments are combined,
they turn brown, and not white. The primary colors of
light are blue, red, and green, while the primary colors
of art are blue, red, and yellow. (Show slide of color
wheel.) The artist thus had to find some way to represent "light" in the painting but by using pigments
instead of light. Just as Isaac Newton broke down white
into its individual colors, so did the Impressionist
in order to add a new dimension to the painting.
The artist needed to create colors that would represent
using pigments. To do this, bright dabs of pigment
were placed next to each other to give the appearance of
a sparkle or shine. complementary colors, those opposite on the color wheel, would produce the most brilliant and bold effects. To create a green field in a landthe artist would enhance the green color by
small dabs of blue and yellow that the
would mix and perceive as green. This technique simulates the effect of natural lighting. To further enhance
the effect, add small red dabs-the compliment of
By breaking up the surface of the canvas with
shimmer of prismatic tones, the artist produced the
impression of form, distance, depth, and shadow. (Proof
showing these qualities.)
Let's now
a few of the works of three
famous
artists.
Monet spent his
artistic career trying to paint his
of light. His
paintings can be characterized by
outdoor scenes,
and the effects of the time of day on those objects.
Monet would often paint the same scene over again at
various times of the day. As the
passed, the effects
would change, his impression
of shadow and
and
his art. Many of Monet's
would
are
the same and similar subjects, such as the
water lilies, the willow trees, and this cathedral in London.
Monet's paintings as you present this secAnother interesting note is the change in his style

his lifetime. His
at a distance resemble
of art. As his Impre~ssi,oni.sm
'Ul£l.Uyevi

Renoir's 1n'3'1""M,,,nC
a museum radiate as if
behind the pallntlng.
The

sionism.}

SELECfED PAINTINGS
PRE-I:f\,{pRESSIONISM
Giorgione
The Concert
Raphael
The Alva Madonna
David
Death of Socrates
Gainsbourgh
Blue Boy

Musee du Louvre, Paris
National Gallery of Art, Washington
Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
Huntington Library, San Marino, CA

MONET
Terrace at Sainte-Adresse
On the Seine at Bennecourt
The Hotel des Roches Noires at Trouville
Impression: Sunrise
Poppies at Argenteuil
Rue Saint-Denis Festivities
The Artists Garden at Vetheuil
Woman with a Parasol-Madame Monet
Morning on the Seine: Rain
The Houses of Parliament: Sun through Fog
The Houses of Parliament: Stormy Sky
Rouen Cathedral: Sunlight
Rouen Cathedral: Harmony in Blue
Water Lily Pond
Water Lilies
The Weeping Willow
Self-Portrait

Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
The Art Institute of Chicago
Musee du Louvre, Paris
Musee Marmottan, Paris
Musee du Louvre, Paris
Musee des Beaux-Arts, Rouen
National Gallery of Art, Washington
National Gallery of Art, Washington
Museum of Western Art, Tokyo
Musee Nationaux, Paris
Musee Nationaux, Paris
National Gallery of Art, Washington
National Gallery of Art, Washington
Denver Art Museum
The Art Institute of Chicago
Musee Marmottan, Paris
Musee du Louvre, Paris

RENOIR
A Girl with a Watering Can
Dance at Bougival
Lady Sewing
On the Terrace
The Rowers' Lunch
Portrait of Alfred Sisley

National Gallery of Art, Washington
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
The Art Institute of Chicago
Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
The Art Institute of Chicago
The Art Institute of Chicago

DEGAS
Dance Class
Orchestra Musicians
The Dance Class
Rider in a Red Coat
The Rehearsal of the Ballet on the Stage
The Racecourse, Amateur Jockeys

Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
Stadtische Galerie, Frankfurt
The Corcoran Gallery, Washington
Musee du Louvre, Paris
Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
Musee d'Orsay, Paris

A CALL FOR LESSONS
Readers are asked to please share their lesson plans for the secondary level
(grades 7-12). New submissions will permit the continuation of this column. In
submitting lesson plans, please try to use the following format: Title, Purpose,
Objectives, Materials, Preparation, and Procedure. (If you have a question
about this request, please contact me. Thank you!) Send materials to:
Dr. Gerald L. Mallon
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road, RFD #1
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403 USA

[Phone: 215/ 631-9403]
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By Spitz, Inc., supplier of planetariums,
projection domes, lighting and multimedia systems since 1945.

SPffZ, INC. P. O. Box

PA 19317 USA

(215) 459-5200

FAX:115459-3830

CDID

The NPR interviewer
D.C.
asked them when
the sun.
uMarch
" was the
And when win you see it..,. . . . ,~ ..... ,.. "41.:"""...",,,,,_
ber 21."
" she
then ended the interview.
The interviewer didn't
her
I didn't
it"
not until
after I
and was told to lido sornething with
it."
II

with the machine. I
at latitudes for the North

never
I was
More Plalnetarmrns!
It is 11 :30 a.m. Four minutes until solstice. The radio
Four Seasons. Excuse me, the
from the
my VA(;UU::~I\;:;
........... VAJ"" ......... "' ....... ,....

Overheard

000

sun,
label each one,
back.
fuUof

tions on the sun are at a minimum and radio transmissions on earth
But then
described a
shows that the
as minimum
these, two facts was an
of l'bad science" since
mere coincidences. One of the
do relate. At these
aU the
"'0> Iv ........... on their CB radios and
I
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REVOLUTIONARY
Walter Bauersfeld's invention
of a machine that projects dots
on a dome created a revolutionary
new way for millions to discover the
wonder and majesty of the night.
But the seven decades since
have witnessed a revolution in our
understanding of the heavens.
Phrases like black hole, quasar,
supernova, big bang, and evolving
galaxy come to mind.
The planetarium has been hardpressed to keep up .

,

--

Enter Sky-Skan .
In one elegant stroke , our new
special effects video discs
(Volumes 1-4 now available)
teamed with our incredible
NUTMEG Video/Audio Controller
have closed the gap. Now, for
about 1% of what it costs you to
show the sky, you can roam the
universe , accessing dozens of
vivid effects instantly.
This revolution is happening
now. Call us for a demo tape ,
and a list of clients already
enjoying the future.

SKY SKAN, INC.
51 LAKE ST. NASIIUA , Nil 03060 USA
603·880·8500 FAX: 603,882-6522

